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Signature Experiences of Australia Storytellers

KEY EXPERIENCES

The Signature Experiences of Australia program is a
partnership between Tourism Australia and a select
group of industry collectives offering an impressive
portfolio of premium travel experiences.
The collectives that make up Signature Experiences of
Australia represent the very essence of the country,
including guided Aboriginal experiences, memorable
walks, fishing adventures, wildlife journeys, unparalleled
winery experiences, prestigious golf courses, leading
cultural attractions and immersive luxury lodges. With
each collective revealing a distinctive facet of Australia,
Signature Experiences of Australia is a celebration of
the nation’s uniqueness at its finest.
There are 180 businesses across the eight collectives,
with more than 8,000 Australian businesses supporting
the delivery of these exceptional experiences. Each
collective partners with local artisans, producers and
expert guides to create authentic experiences, from
incorporating home-grown insights to sourcing the
pick of fresh produce for innovative cuisine.
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Who better to tell the stories of these experiences than
the people who live and breathe these experiences on
a daily basis? With their enthusiasm, knowledge and
passion to show you Australia, the storytellers in the
Signature Experiences of Australia Program will inspire
you to discover the unique people and places that make
Australia so special.

Culture

Food & Drink

Natural Beauty

Themes

Adventure

Sustainability

Wellness

Wildlife

Up close
and personal

Meet the guides from Australian Wildlife Journeys
Learning the Australian way of life – laid-back, wide-smiled and with a strong love of the outdoors
– is a big part of travelling Down Under. While the koalas, kangaroos, wombats and emus will
captivate you, it’s the friendships you’ll make with locals that will stay in your heart.
What do you see when you picture Australia?
A sweeping, burnt orange landscape leading to
endless, people-free sandy beaches, perhaps, or
rustling eucalypt bushland dotted with koalas,
surrounded by sun-kissed plains of bouncing
kangaroos? You’re forgetting the people.
They’re as big a part of Australia as our unspoilt
landscapes – and leave as much of a lasting
impression.
There’s the ocean-loving local who’ll prise abalone
from the rocks and cook them up minutes
later, while telling you about their swimming
adventures in the surrounding rock pools. Then
there’s the outback character who’ll show you
their Aboriginal kinship scars as they lead you
to hidden rock art grottos that have existed
for tens of thousands of years. You’ll also want
to meet the young guides who recall blissfully
free childhood biking adventures through World
Heritage-listed convict ruins, with no adult
in sight.
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The genuine friendliness of the Australian people
is recognised around the globe, but visitors
are still surprised by the warm hellos between
strangers, the finger waves over car steering
wheels to unknown motorists, and the welcoming
invitations for anyone standing nearby to join in.
These things are liberally doled out around the
country.
Part of it comes down to the joy Australians feel
at sharing their backyard. They know how lucky
they are, and even though they may be used to
seeing emus wander along sand dunes, whales
breach on the horizon and echidnas amble
through the bush, they still get a kick out of
showing guests these natural wonders.
They’re just as enthusiastic about protecting and
preserving their vast land. Teaching others about
the value of the world’s oldest rainforest, the
vulnerable status of the Tasmanian devil, and the
fragility of prehistoric island ferns means visitors
will value this ancient country, too, and want to
play a part in its conservation.

All the people you’re about to meet are deeply
invested in maintaining the environment they
live, love and work in, entwining that ethos in
the experiences they curate.

More info
For more information on any of these
experiences, including famil opportunities,
high-res imagery or to arrange interviews,
reach out to:
John Daw
Executive Officer
Australian Wildlife Journeys
john@australianwildlifejourneys.com
australianwildlifejourneys.com
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Sab Lord

Lords Kakadu & Arnhemland Safaris
Northern Territory

Culture

You’d expect a man raised on a Kakadu buffalo and
crocodile-hunting station to be a character, and Sab
Lord doesn’t disappoint. He also knows everything – and
everyone – there is to know in the outback, enabling
him to unlock places and people that few others have
access to.
Sporting a dog-eared Akubra hat, a permanent tan and a
mouth that rolls out Aussie expressions, it’s easy to see
why Sab was the private guide of choice for people like
Nicholas Cage, Boris Johnson and, rumour has it, Meryl
Streep (he won’t confirm or deny) as they explored
Australia’s Top End.
Sab’s safari-style version of Kakadu, Arnhem Land and
The Kimberley is rich in Aboriginal culture, woven with
private viewings of enormous, 50,000-year-old rock
art galleries, snacks of live green ants plucked from a
tree, and bellowing buffalo calls across the Mary River
floodplains.

Contact Information:
lordssafaris@bigpond.com
lords-safaris.com
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Natural Beauty

Wildlife

Adventure Sustainability

Nights are spent around a campfire, eating dinner
beneath some of the brightest stars you’ll ever see
while listening to the bushman’s tales.
In 2020, Sab clocks up 28 years of guiding people
through frontier country. His lifetime of stories
enhances the trips as much as the crocodiles lurking
in the rivers and the waterbirds flying overhead. There
are plenty – the station Sab grew up on became part
of dual UNESCO World Heritage-listed Kakadu National
Park. His father employed Aboriginal families who
taught Sab their indigenous language and involved him
in traditional ceremonies. His understanding of their
culture has earned him the rare permission to share
culturally significant sites and stories.

“A lot of Australians haven’t ever met a full-blood Aboriginal who’s still living on
their homelands or on outstations, and where English may be their second or third
tongue. It’s what I’ve grown up with. We try and give people the opportunity to learn
about and understand Aboriginal culture.”

James Boettcher
FNQ Nature Tours
Queensland

When James Boettcher was a kid, he thought everyone
swung through the trees, slid down rapids and fashioned
fish traps from spiky rainforest vines. Growing up in
Cairns, the World Heritage-listed Daintree Rainforest
was at his fingertips. After finishing high school, he
spotted an advertisement in a newspaper about guiding.
To him, it sounded “like getting paid not to work” – it
was exactly what he already did for fun. It was only
when he started seeing his backyard through the eyes
of visitors from around the globe that he understood
the privilege of having grown up in such a raw, naturedominated area.

Natural Beauty

James loves to do things differently. Deftly avoiding
the hundreds of thousands of people that explore Cape
Tribulation and the Daintree National Park each year,
he runs a walk that begins as the light softens in the
afternoon. It’s at this time that people disappear and
the rainforest animals start to get noisy; it’s when
resident eagles fly over the beach at sunset; it’s when a
post-dinner spotlight walk reveals Boyd’s forest dragons,
frogs, bandicoots, lizards, spiders and sometimes a
possum or snake. No two nights are the same. He
watches as people’s faces light up in wonder, and as
strangers become family.

The Daintree Rainforest is three times older than the
Amazon, and James has been leading travellers through
its wonders ever since. He started his own business,
FNQ Nature Tours, in 2015 with the belief that tourism
plays a major role in the voluntary preservation of this
remarkable corner of the planet.

“On our new night walk, we turn the torches off and just listen. Usually, animals will
stay still and wait until you pass. But after 60 to 90 seconds of being still, you start
to hear things didn’t know were there: fruit hitting the ground because something
knocks it down from the canopy; a creature scurrying through the leaves;
and you spot bioluminescent fungi in summer.”
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Contact Information:
info@fnqnaturetours.com.au
fnqnaturetours.com.au

Wildlife

Adventure Sustainability

David Doudle

Australian Coastal Safaris
South Australia
To spend time with David Doudle is to get a window into the fourthgeneration farmer’s enchantingly free-range childhood. David grew up on a
sheep and grain farm on South Australia’s Eyre Peninsula, by the cliffy edges
of the Great Australian Bight. Spare time was spent exploring rock pools
for abalone, going snorkelling and spear fishing, surfing remote breaks,
sandboarding and trekking through the bush, constantly in search
of adventure. It’s essentially what he does now, only with much more
comfort attached.
These days, when David takes people to the rock pool where he, and later his
kids, all learnt to swim, there’s no lugging a full esky, chairs, cricket bats and
snorkelling gear 50 metres down, anymore. A cushy 4WD vehicle handles all
of that. Similarly, when he brings guests to one of the region’s first farming
properties – settled in 1842 with the original homestead still intact –
there’s drinks and a cheese platter accompanying the harmony of
160 native bird species.

Food & Drink
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Wildlife

Adventure

Sustainability

And while peering over stark cliff edges is exhilarating, it doesn’t compare
to riding in a helicopter opposite the southern crust of Australia, allowing
the eyes to sweep over sheep station country and sand dunes, schools of
fish and footprint-free beaches, endless saltwater lakes and farmland. The
diversity of the region around Port Lincoln never fails to astound David.
“He loves that you can swim with sealions and dolphins in protected bays,
or venture out to face the magnificent great white shark in an ocean cage
dive, and top off the suite of nature interactions with masses of koalas on
a private property, along with the spectacle of emus wandering along sand
dunes. All this, and barely another soul around.

“People get excited when they see a koala in the wild at 30 feet high. I say, save your
film, you’ll see 50 of them soon, in the low eucalypts. Usually, the emus will still be out,
and the roos come out too. They’re the three biggies of Australian fauna.”
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Natural Beauty

Contact Information:
info@australiancoastalsafaris.com.au
australiancoastalsafaris.com.au

Craig Wickham

Exceptional Kangaroo Island
South Australia

Food & Drink

When Craig Wickham spots a goanna scuttling across
the road, he doesn’t tell his guests to get out of the way.
Instead, he invites them into the bush to see where it
has come from. He knows that more often than not,
the reptile is slinking away from a termite mound
where it has just laid its eggs – a spot that’s the ideal
temperature to ensure they hatch. Crouching down to
show people parts of nature they’d never usually know
about, let alone see up close, is what gives Craig his
buzz, and that’s after 30 years exploring his wildlifepacked island off the southern coast of South Australia.
When Craig bought the business in 1990, he remembers
people would write letters wanting to make a booking,
and later it was faxes. Photographs were used sparingly,
still captured on film. “So much has changed in
technology,” he says, “but the fresh scent of crushed
eucalyptus leaves, the perfume of bright red bottlebrush
flowers or the birdsong indicating a snake is near
remain the same.”

Contact Information:
info@exceptionalkangarooisland.com
exceptionalkangarooisland.com
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Natural Beauty

Wildlife

Adventure

Sustainability

Craig studied wildlife management and loves to bust
perceptions of Australian snakes being hostile; instead,
he shows his guests how calm and inquisitive they can
be, if left alone and motionlessly observed. His version
of transformational travel ranges from reframing the
way we think about things to pausing to engage all
the senses. He tunes people into nature as well as into
themselves. That might be stopping the car to gaze at
endangered wallabies no one else has seen, or roaming
through grapevines while talking to the viticulturalist,
or tasting freshly distilled gin where it’s made,
or visiting a hidden beach known only to local
fishermen.

“Kangaroo Island was an amazing place to grow up, and a lot of things
I loved as child – the outdoors, untouched nature, ridiculous freedom –
are still the same today. We still have that joyful sense of freedom that
a lot of places have lost. We’re able to maintain that.”

Karin Beaumont
Premier Travel Tasmania
Tasmania

Culture

At Karin Beaumont’s high school, there was a subject
called ‘adventure’. Choosing it changed the course
of her life.
Until then, Karin’s captivation with nature and the
outdoors had been an off-duty pastime. But passion
lurked. She distinctly remembers, at age seven, hearing
about a science competition on the children’s TV show,
Wonder World. “The prize was a trip to Antarctica”. It
planted a seed in her mind that germinated in 1995,
when she won a scholarship to do her university
honours on the icy South Pole. Her land base was
Tasmania, the last chunk of land between Antarctica
and mainland Australia.
While completing her PhD in zoology, Karin voyaged to
Antarctica seven times, but she fell just as much in love
with the island state, where she’s now spent more than
half her life.

Contact Information:
travel@premiertasmania.com
premiertraveltasmania.com
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Food & Drink Natural Beauty

Wildlife

Adventure Sustainability

A deep connection to the land and the environment
sees Karin target places that are less visited. With her
childhood sense of wonder still firmly in place, she leads
visitors into an incredibly green, almost mystical, Lord
of the Rings-feel grotto filled with prehistoric ferns and
the tallest flowering heath species in the world. Other
times, she’ll uncover the isle’s ancient geology along the
western coast, where the immensity of the formations
still makes her feel deeply humble.
Closer to the capital city, Hobart, she’ll help travellers
search for the rarely seen platypus – a duck billed, egglaying mammal, something only experienced guides can
find – in the rivers of Mt Field National Park. Or, tuning
into guest’s special interests, she’ll tap into her many
local contacts to plan a surprise, perhaps to an artist’s
studio or a little local farm.

“In Tasmania, there’s such a sense of timelessness and
history, a feeling that creatures have been there so much
longer than we have. There’s a ruggedness that’s so wild,
yet so gentle and fragile.”

Georgia Currant
The Maria Island Walk
Tasmania

Culture

There are so many wombats on Maria Island, “they’re
a tripping hazard”, Georgia Currant jokes. The young
guide has spent countless family holidays on the isle
off the east coast of Tasmania, so she’s got firsthand
experience. In keeping, she makes a point of introducing
people to the particularly docile marsupials around the
convict settlement of Darlington, as she leads them on
the four-day Maria Island Walk.
As one foot is placed in front of another, she might
also recount the ghost stories she’d dramatically tell
her friends in the Maria Island penitentiary, making
use of tuna cans and an ouija board to try and contact
the spirits. Her playful laughter indicates a cheeky
personality beneath the knowledge and insights into
this special place.

Contact Information:
bookings@mariaislandwalk.com.au
mariaislandwalk.com.au
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Food & Drink

Natural Beauty

Wildlife

Adventure Sustainability

Being outdoors is Georgia’s happy place; she’d rather
sleep under the stars on a beach than go bar-hopping,
and her awareness of how precious the environment is,
is acute. As the hike continues along remote beaches,
she’ll point out where to walk; a misstep could ruin a
shorebird’s delicate nest; a discarded apple core could
sicken a native mammal unused to the parasites within it.
A walk with Georgia is also a journey to huge granite
rock formations covered in orange lichens that once
formed a natural land bridge to mainland Australia.
Tasmanian Aboriginals walked across it before sea
levels rose, resulting in them becoming the most
isolated humans on the planet for the longest amount
of time. Significant indigenous sites are teamed with
interactions with Tasmanian devils – a key, disease-free
sanctuary population used to preserve the state’s iconic
creatures.

“When you’re out on Maria Island, what keeps it so engaging and
exciting is it’s just so different. From beaches to mountains, and every
place you walk to unravels another layer of history, flora and fauna.
It’s this microcosm of Tasmania in one tiny space.”

Wellness

Janine Duffy

Echidna Walkabout Nature Tours
Victoria
In all the time Janine Duffy has spent in the wild with
Australia’s native marsupials – koalas, kangaroos,
wombats, echidnas and more – she’s noticed something
curious: they’re comfortable making eye contact with
humans and seem to connect.
When it happens, Janine says it feels like they’re
looking into your soul. The guide, conservationist and
wildlife researcher describes it as unlike anything she’s
experienced anywhere else in the world.
Janine runs Echidna Walkabout Nature Tours with her
partner, Roger Smith. Their first date was to the You
Yangs granite peaks outside Melbourne, where they
now oversee a wild koala research project and lead
tours through the dry, open woodland where an
isolated population of around 127 koalas live.

Culture

In the river valleys just downstream, they are planting
thousands of trees in partnership with farmers, to
ensure those koalas’ future.
Every tour they do, be it through the eucalypt forests
of East Gippsland, to arid Lake Mungo in the Willandra
Lakes World Heritage Area, or along the breathtaking
Great Ocean Road, is imbued with the philosophy that
travellers use the world as their classroom. Guests might
learn through pulling out weeds that harm the wildlife,
listening to the findings of research projects or sensing
empathy while watching creatures in their natural
setting. Adult education takes many forms, and Janine’s
bubbly nature and earnest passion – not to mention her
other roles as wildlife foster carer and wildlife artist –
makes her guests want to commit to a lifetime of study.

“We’re so lucky in the Australian wild, we can walk
anywhere we want, alone, at any time of the day and
night and that’s extremely rare in any wilderness areas
in the world. There’s total freedom of movement.”
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Contact Information:
enquiries@echidnawalkabout.com.au
echidnawalkabout.com.au

Natural Beauty

Wildlife

Adventure Sustainability

Debbie Ferguson

Exmouth Dive & Whalesharks
Ningaloo, Western Australia
The first time Debbie Ferguson saw a whaleshark was
on her honeymoon. She and husband Mark wanted
something to remember their special occasion with,
and the enormity of the gentle, spotted giant – a filterfeeder that bears a vacuum-like mouth filled with 300
tiny teeth – definitely fit the bill. That was 2003, when
Debbie was still working as a radiographer, spending her
days indoors, often not glimpsing the outside world until
after knock-off time. Mark, a keen scuba diver and boat
skipper, had ignited her interest in aquatic pursuits
and soon the pair were dreaming of quitting city life.
The World Heritage-listed Ningaloo Coast in Western
Australia, where whalesharks consistently travel each
March to August, became their answer.

Natural Beauty

Now, their office is the ocean, while diving, snorkelling
and wildlife spotting is their nine-to-five. The pair
bought Exmouth’s first eco-tourism business in 2012.
Ningaloo, the world’s most accessible fringing reef,
and the abundant activity within it, continues to
enthral them. As well as snorkelling alongside long,
docile whalesharks, from August onwards the couple
host humpback whale swims and encounters, as well
as playful interactions with graceful manta rays – the
ballet dancers of the sea. Their scuba diving trips to
sites that are 15 to 17 metres down reveal so many fish,
the reef is all but covered. Swarms of bait fish twist and
turn in unison, dodging predatory pelagic species while
putting on an extraordinary visual show of nature in the
wild. For Debbie, it’s all in a day’s work.

“With warm seas and clear water, Ningaloo is just like paradise. Other places, you’re
promised so much and it’s not there. Here, you’re guaranteed so much every day.
On one trip, we might have six turtles, a manta ray and a whaleshark; if we’re lucky,
a hammerhead shark might come past. It’s just epic.”
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Contact Information:
bookings@exmouthdiving.com.au
exmouthdiving.com.au

Wildlife

Adventure

Sustainability

Paul Cross

Naturaliste Charters
Western Australia
Paul Cross has travelled more than 52 countries, but
if you ask him to pick the most beautiful place in
the world, it’s his ocean-lapped backyard every time.
Growing up near Bunbury, south of Perth, Paul and his
brothers spent every spare minute fishing, surfing and
diving along the Western Australian coast. Following his
father’s advice to get a trade, he became a diesel fitter
before working in earth moving and construction. But
his passion for the ocean persisted. So when a friend
told him a whale-watching business was up for sale, Paul
jumped on it – even though he’d never been on whale
watching tour, let alone skippered a vessel, or owned his
own business. That was a decade ago, and Paul has no
intention of getting off the water.

Natural Beauty

Now, Paul spends his days marvelling at the largest
humpback whale migration in the world – some 45,000
playful cetaceans cruise along the WA coast. Paul’s
charters witness fin slapping and breaching in the
flirting grounds of Augusta, body rolls in the placid
waters off Albany, and a bit of each in the calf teaching
and resting nurseries of Dunsborough and Busselton.
Between January and April, he braves the swell on
expeditions to observe killer whales that flock to a
curious and remote feeding ‘hotspot’ in the state’s far
south, opposite the tiny hamlet of Bremer Bay.

“At Bremer Canyon, it’s 1000 metres down to the sea floor, so every
day is as unique as any other. You don’t know what you’re going to
see; it could be killer whales on a hunt, or an enormous blue whale,
a giant squid, or a humpback breaching. Seeing a 50-tonne wild
animal get fully airborne is pretty amazing. Ninety five per cent of
the time, you see an epic amount of activity out there.
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Wildlife

Adventure Sustainability

Some 275 orcas have been individually identified as
regular annual visitors, but it’s believed there are far
more pandas of the sea, eagerly hunting the abundant
sea life below.
Paul’s focus is strongly interactive eco-tourism, so a
marine biologist comes on every Naturaliste Charters
tour, educating visitors about whale migration paths,
the astounding numbers, their astonishing behaviours
and the diversity of ocean species in Western Australia.

Contact Information:
info@whales-australia.com.au
whales-australia.com.au

Up close
and personal

Meet the storytellers from Cultural Attractions of Australia
Australia’s beloved cultural attractions do more than entertain and inspire visitors:
they also offer unique insight into what it means to be Australian.
These iconic arts venues, significant historic sites
and world-class museums and sporting grounds
tell the story of a country full of variety and
vibrancy: a place that’s both alive to its ancient
heritage and eager to embrace the future.
Between them, these fascinating attractions
encapsulate the hopes and dreams of a nation
that continues to grow and change.
The attractions are populated by some of the
most passionate and dedicated Australians you
will ever meet – a diverse group of people whose
storytelling instincts and respect for history is
second to none. Full of enthusiasm and wisdom,
these experts offer a distinctive lens on some of
the country’s most important destinations.
Each page of this resource focuses on an
interaction that visitors can have with a ‘trueblue’ Australian expert, whether it’s a life-long
sports fan giving you an all-access tour of the
internationally renowned Melbourne Cricket
Ground; a seasoned director putting you through
your paces on stage at the Sydney Opera House;
or a painter revealing hidden artistic gems deep
within a notorious historic prison.
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You’ll also get to know a former casino croupier
who curates bespoke itineraries for VIPs and
celebrities, a radio presenter who regularly
brings tourists to tears, and the woman with
the keys to Australia’s Federal Parliament. Our
storytellers are as varied as the attractions they
watch over.
Australia’s great cultural sights are spread
out across this vast continent, so you’ll get to
travel, too: from the dusty outback of Western
Queensland, where aviation history was made;
to the lush southern island of Tasmania, where
one of Australia’s richest men has constructed an
artistic institution full of work by domestic and
international heavy hitters; to Western Australia,
where the vibrant port of Fremantle precinct is
home to a UNESCO World Heritage-listed prison
built in the 1850s by convicts, for convicts..
With our storytellers leading the way, you’ll
gain an understanding of what makes Australia
unique. Allow them to take you by the hand and
show you a few of this country’s cultural riches.

More info
For more information on any of these
experiences, including famil opportunities,
high-res imagery or to arrange interviews,
reach out to:
Jane Ross
Executive Officer
Cultural Attractions of Australia
jross@culturalattractionsofaustralia.com
culturalattractionsofaustralia.com
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5

Canberra

2

3

Catherine Roach

Australian Parliament House
Canberra, Australian Capital Territory

Culture

When she was a girl, Catherine Roach and her family
used to climb the grassy hill on which Parliament House
stands and marvel at the panoramic views of Canberra.
“We’d bring a picnic and kick a football around,” she
says. “Then we’d roll all the way back down the hill.”
Today, as manager of visitor services at Parliament
House, Catherine oversees dozens of staff who in turn
look after thousands of visitors. But she still makes time
to roll down the hill. “Last year, on the parliament’s
open day, we even held a group roll-down with hundreds
of people,” she says enthusiastically.
Catherine began working at Parliament House as a
full-time tour guide five years ago. Despite her current
responsibilities, she still leads the occasional tour, and
says seeing people’s reactions “never gets old”.

Contact Information:
visitorservices@aph.gov.au
aph.gov.au
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Food & Drink

Sustainability

“Many people don’t realise how many areas of the
building they can actually access,” she says. “We go
into the chambers on non-sitting days and it’s a lovely
experience for people knowing that this is where
our laws are made. That sort of access is one of the
great strengths of the building – and of Australia’s
democracy.”
She particularly enjoys the More Than Politics Tour,
which takes visitors behind-the-scenes to meet some
of the hundreds of staff that keep Parliament House
operating. “You become really immersed in the workings
of the building,” she says. The tour concludes with an
exclusive highlight: an afternoon tea usually reserved
for visiting dignitaries.

“Parliament House is like a mini city. We’ve got
incredible teams of caterers, carpenters and
everything in between. Visitors are amazed by
the scale of it.”

Lyndon Terracini
Opera Australia
Sydney, New South Wales

Culture

As the artistic director of Opera Australia, Lyndon
Terracini spends his days beneath the sails of the
beloved Sydney Opera House, working with some of the
most acclaimed singers in the world. “I’m one of those
extremely fortunate people whose work doesn’t feel like
a job,” he says. “I’d do it even if they didn’t pay me.”
Lyndon’s association with Opera Australia dates back to
the 1970s, when he began performing with the company
as a baritone. Since taking up the artistic directorship
in 2009, he has radically modernised Opera Australia,
favouring digital backdrops over handmade sets and
mounting an edgy production of West Side Story on a
stage jutting out over Sydney Harbour.

Contact Information:
tourism@opera.org.au
opera.org.au
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Wellness

He also oversees the company’s Opera Australia: Star
at the Sydney Opera House experience, which gives
visitors the opportunity to step onto the stage as an
extra during an actual performance. On the night,
participants enter the venue via the Stage Door and
report to Costume, Hair and Makeup before mounting
the stairs and joining the chorus.
“When the people who take this experience come
off stage, some of them burst into tears,” says Lyndon.
“It’s a feeling of relief that they haven’t made a mess of
it combined with being overwhelmed by the emotion
they can feel from all the other performers who are
inhabiting their roles. They’ll tell me it’s the best
experience they’ve ever had.”

“When you’re standing on that stage and you look
out into the audience and see 1500 people on their
feet cheering, it’s just such a joyful experience. It’s
extraordinary.”

Bruce Barnett

Sydney Opera House
Sydney, New South Wales
After retiring from a successful career as a radio and
television presenter, Bruce Barnett became restless.
When he saw a job advertisement for tour guides at the
Sydney Opera House, he put his hand up immediately.
“The Opera House draws people inexorably to it, and
I was no exception,” says Bruce. “There’s something
magical about the place. To this day, I look at it and
think, ‘Wow.’”
Bruce is one of more than 70 guides who show 564,000
visitors around the Opera House each year. “There’s
an enormous diversity of people who work here,” says
Bruce, “from students to retirees.” Like Bruce, most of
the guides have a background in public speaking – some
are former actors while others are lawyers in training –
and many are bilingual.

Culture

Bruce describes the standard Sydney Opera House
Tour as a kaleidoscope of facts and ideas. “We cover
everything from engineering to architecture to science,
and much more besides,” he says. “The range of topics
often takes visitors by surprise.”
Also on offer is the Sydney Opera House’s glamorous A
Taste of Opera private tour, which includes a glimpse of
the icon’s performance venues plus an exclusive private
recital of famous arias by a world-class opera singer.
Bruce says many of the participants find the event
deeply moving. “It’s not uncommon that someone will
burst into tears,” he says.

“It doesn’t matter what kind of day you’re having:
the minute you round the corner and see the Opera
House, it just lifts you. It’s a building designed to
inspire. Those shapes seem to go on forever.”
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Tom Harwood

Qantas Founders Museum
Longreach, Queensland
Tom Harwood has “always been an aviation tragic”
but it wasn’t until he moved to Longreach in outback
Queensland that he seriously considered turning his
passion into a career. “I was working for the ABC
[Australian Broadcasting Corporation] in Longreach and
the folks at the Qantas Founders Museum asked me to
help them with a research project,” says Tom. “After
that, I started tour-guiding, and eventually I wound up
as museum curator.”
The Qantas Founders Museum tells the story of
Australia’s national carrier from its modest beginnings
in 1920 to its current status as one of the world’s bestknown airlines.

Culture

“It all began with two young fellas who came out of the
army after World War I and got an idea for an air service
that would serve remote communities,” says Tom.
“Qantas grew and grew, and today it’s our
national icon.”
In addition to re-living the airline’s early days, visitors
to the museum can join the ‘Spirit of Australia’ Platinum
Tour and step aboard a Boeing 747 and a Boeing 707
to learn about the planes’ inner workings. It’s the
only place in the world where they can take a walk on
the wings of both the aircraft. “No matter how many
aircraft museums you’ve visited, you’ll learn things
here,” says Tom. “We’ve had former Qantas pilots take
the tour, and even they come away amazed.”

“The founders had a dream and a vision. Through their
story, we hope to inspire people to see the possibilities
in their own lives and follow through on them.”
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Contact Information:
info@qfom.com.au
qfom.com.au
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Led Emmett
Mona
Hobart, Tasmania

Former casino croupier Led Emmett spent more than a
decade travelling through the Americas, Africa and Asia
before arriving in sleepy Hobart in Tasmania. It was here
he met the charismatic millionaire David Walsh, whose
Museum of Old and New Art (Mona), on the outskirts
of the city, is considered one of Australia’s most mindbending cultural attractions.
David liked Led so much that he created a new role
at Mona especially for him. Now, Led works as the
museum’s guest attaché, curating bespoke itineraries
for the steady stream of VIPs and celebrities who visit
the venue.
One such itinerary is the new Dinner With David
experience, which Walsh describes as an “overpriced two-day abomination” that includes private jet
transfers, two nights’ accommodation in one of the
museum’s luxury ‘pavilions’ and the centrepiece event:
a blow-out meal with David himself at the museum’s
acclaimed Source restaurant.

Culture

“David is a fascinating fellow,” says Led. “He’s
highly intelligent: you wouldn’t want to battle wits
with him at any point. But he’s also very down-toearth. He’s the opposite of a prima donna – a perfect
dinner companion… especially if you’re into rambling
astrophysics and maths chat.”
Also included is a private tour of the labyrinthine
museum with Mona’s head curator, who will shed
light on a genre-mashing collection that encompasses
ancient Egyptian artefacts, and works by iconic
Australian painter Sir Sidney Nolan and international
luminary James Turrell. “Everything you see was selected
by David,” says Led. “He’s totally to blame. We’re all at
the whim of his questionably-wired brain.”
The experience also includes the possibility of
pre-dinner tennis, but Led cautions against taking
David up on this. “His sledging game is too strong.”

“When he conceptualised Mona, David really wanted to reinvent the
wheel. The presentation is not linear, like a normal museum. There’s no
‘correct’ way to do it. It’s all about creating your own adventure.”
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Contact Information:
ticketsupport@mona.net.au
mona.net.au
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Paul Wilhelm

Melbourne Cricket Ground
Melbourne, Victoria

Culture

Paul Wilhelm has been a member of Melbourne Cricket
Club, which manages the Melbourne Cricket Ground
(MCG), for nearly 60 years and reckons he has spent
thousands of hours inside the iconic venue. Yet the
retired teacher still finds ‘The ‘G’ as mesmerising as he
did when he was a boy. “I love the place,” he says. “I’m
in awe of it. I never forget what a privilege it is to be a
member.”
Since 2008, Paul has been conducting guided tours of
the ground and sharing his knowledge of the venue with
an “amazing cross-section” of visitors, from local train
drivers to Indian honeymooners. “Many sports lovers
have a bucket list of things they want to tick off, and
seeing The ‘G is one of them,” he says.

Standard tours of the 100,000-capacity ground run
daily and give visitors access to behind-the-scenes areas
such as the change rooms and media centre. There’s also
an opportunity to take a seat on the cricketers’ viewing
balcony, where the teams sit when they are not playing
on field.
But only those who book the extended MCG Private Tour
experience have the chance to follow in the footsteps
of sporting greats and walk out onto the hallowed
turf. “There’s quite a sense of wonder when you’re out
there on the ground, surrounded by 100,000 seats,”
says Paul. “You’re standing on the turf where so many
amazing – and often controversial – things have
happened.”

“This stadium has seen a lot of history. Many visitors
to Melbourne, even if they’re not sports fans, will come
just to see the grandeur of the place.”

Contact Information:
contactus@mcg.org.au
mcg.org.au/tours
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ERIN SANTAMARIA
Sovereign Hill
Ballarat, Victoria

Drawing on the technical expertise she acquired while
working as a fashion designer, Erin Santamaria and
her expert costume team dress hundreds of actors in
authentic 1850s outfits at Sovereign Hill. This ‘living
museum’ in the town of Ballarat, Victoria, is “a multisensory experience”, says Erin. “When people visit us,
they really do forget about the outside world.”
The sprawling open-air museum tells the story
of Ballarat during the Australian gold rush, when
thousands of prospectors poured into the area in search
of fortune. Sovereign Hill’s 350 staff and 250 volunteers
wear period dress – and not just the bare minimum. “A
typical upper-class gentleman, for example, will be fully
kitted out with braces, a waistcoat and a pocket watch,
plus a lovely frock coat, a top hat and a walking stick,”
says Erin.

Culture

For the ultimate immersion, visitors themselves can
don costumes for the Night in the Museum experience.
“When our visitors put on their outfits, they transform.
The clothes unlock their imaginations, and suddenly
they are experiencing the museum on a whole other
level” says Erin. The experience includes dinner with
some of the Goldfields’ most intriguing characters, a
private lamp-lit tour of the township and overnight
accommodation in historic quarters. “Visitors meet
the town’s undertaker and a spiritualist who helps
them talk to people beyond the veil of death,” says Erin.
“It’s a magical place at night, but it can be creepy too;
learning about the darker side of life at Sovereign Hill
and how dangerous it was.”

“When our visitors put on their outfits, they
transform. The clothes unlock their imaginations,
and suddenly they are experiencing the museum
on a whole other level.”
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Contact Information:
enquiries@sovereignhill.com.au
sovereignhill.com.au
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Janine Della Bosca
Fremantle Prison
Fremantle, Western Australia

Visual artist Janine Della Bosca was spellbound by
historic Fremantle Prison, long before she began
working here as a tour guide. “In the nineties, I did a
painting class in the old women’s prison here,” she
says, “and I became fascinated – not just by the 1850s
building but also by the stories that permeate the
place.”
The convict built prison, now a World Heritage site,
represents the end of convict transportation to
Australia during the 18th and 19th centuries and was
operational for 136 years before being decommissioned
in 1991.
Today, Janine leads visitors on a variety of tours through
the prison, including the night-time Torchlight Tour. But
it’s the Prison Art and Behind the Scenes experience
that she most looks forward to. “There is some brilliant
artwork in the cells, particularly by Aboriginal inmates,
who were historically over-represented among the prison
population,” she says.

Culture

The work includes etchings, Aboriginal landscapes, dot
paintings and a range of graffiti and tattoo art, some of
which dates back to the 1800s. Janine says, “Viewing
art in a maximum-security prison changes the whole
meaning of the artwork. You’re not in a nice gallery:
you’re in this really locked-down circumstance.”
Janine says the intimate nature of the Prison Art
experience – it’s for groups no larger than six –
encourages participants to share their thoughts on the
work. “Quite often, at the end of the morning, there’s a
sense of euphoria,” she says. “People are exhilarated,
and I think that’s because we talk about individuals on
this tour. These are real people.”
She adds, “When you talk about individuals and how
they ended up here, it reminds everyone that we’re very
close to perhaps making a bad decision ourselves and
ending up somewhere like this.”

“To see something beautiful come out of a place that’s
quite dark in its history is truly remarkable.”
Contact Information:
functions@fremantleprison.com.au
fremantleprison.com.au
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Up close
and personal

Meet the guides from Discover Aboriginal Experiences
A visit to Australia without an Aboriginal tourism experience is like going to Bondi
without a surfboard. Or going outback and never seeing a kangaroo.
From gateway destinations like Sydney,
to Central Australia or the red earth of the
Kimberley, Aboriginal people across the country
are waiting to tell their stories and share the
meaning of their cultures and way of life.
Aboriginal culture dates back more than
60,000 years. It existed long before Stonehenge,
predates the Pyramids and is older than the
Acropolis. What’s more amazing is that this
culture can be experienced today.
Who better to introduce you to the world’s oldest
living continuous culture than those who live,
breathe and dream it every day – Aboriginal
guides who call this vast continent their home.
Whether it’s through feeling the light strip of
ochre across the forehead or walking along the
beach with an Aboriginal elder who can read the
tides by how the birds call, Aboriginal people
bring another side of Australia to life.
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Every part of Australia is Aboriginal country and
every part of that country has a series of unique
stories and experiences. The Discover Aboriginal
Experiences collective offers an exciting array
of activities, tours and accommodation; from
exploring labyrinths of ancient and contemporary
rock art, quad biking, kayaking, whale watching,
fishing, mud crabbing, hiking, taking a walking
tour in a city centre or staying in a lodge on
over 200 square miles of lily laden flood plains
teeming with wildlife.
It’s often who you meet when you travel to
Australia that stays with you. Aboriginal guides
are no exception. They bring a unique cultural
insight to the land and history of Australia
through their stories and way of life. Meet just
a few of Australia’s notable Aboriginal guides to
see just what makes them so unforgettable.

More info
For more information on any of these
experiences, including famil opportunities,
high-res imagery or to arrange interviews,
reach out to:
Nicole Mitchell
Global Project Executive, Experiences
Discover Aboriginal Experiences
nmitchell@tourism.australia.com
tourism.australia.com/aboriginal
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8. Manuel Pamkal
Top Didj Cultural Experience
& Art Gallery

13. Bart Pigram
Narlijia Experiences Broome
14. Darren “Capes” Capewell
Wula Gura Nyinda Eco Cultural
Adventures

Margret Campbell
Dreamtime Southern X
Sydney, New South Wales

Culture

Natural Beauty

Adventure
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When you meet Margret Campbell, feel free to call
her Aunty Marg. In Australia, addressing an Indigenous
Elder as “Aunty” or “Uncle” is a sign of respect. Aunty
Marg is the founder-owner and managing director
of Dreamtime Southern X, which runs tours offering
fascinating insights into Sydney’s Aboriginal
Dreamtime beginnings.

As you stand in front of modern wonders such as the
Sydney Opera House and the Sydney Harbour Bridge,
Aunty Marg’s stories will take you back to a time when
this land and the harbour looked very different. Before
colonisation, Indigenous people would watch out for the
whales they considered a spiritual ancestor. They’d also
bring fish here to cook over their campfires.

You might encounter her – or one of her guides –
cradling a tiny pot of ground ochre while standing in
The Rocks waiting to welcome you to the 90-minute
walking tour. The pale paste is dabbed onto your wrists
to connect you to Earth Mother and the sandstone lying
beneath your feet. Aunty Marg might also draw symbols
on herself with the ochre paste, which dries in the sun
as she talks.

Aunty Marg is from the Dunghutti and Jerrinjha nations
of NSW but has 10 other ways of identifying herself,
including various animal totems. These all link her into
a deep network of kinship and connection. Spending
time with Aunty Marg will highlight how the Dreamtime
still shapes the world’s oldest continuous living culture
– estimated to be more than 65,000 years old – and the
responsibilities of elders in today’s society.

“Reconciliation is not just about shaking hands and feeling welcomed
into country, reconciliation is about all peoples connecting with
Aboriginal Peoples culture to learn how we can respect and conserve
our Earth Mother that we all live and walk upon”.
Contact Information:
bookings@dreamtimesouthernx.com.au
dreamtimesouthernx.com.au

Sustainability

Dwayne Bannon-Harrison
Ngaran Ngaran Culture Awareness
Narooma, New South Wales

Dwayne Bannon-Harrison, a descendant of the Yuin
people of New South Wales’ far South Coast, was an
accomplished football player and a plasterer by trade in
Bathurst, west of Sydney, before experiencing what he
describes as his “call back to country”.
“In 2010 everything really turned on its head. I was
all set up in Bathurst but I had a really strong urge to
return to the New South Wales South Coast, like I was
being spiritually called back,” says Dwayne, who hadn’t
lived on his ancestral land since he was a very
young child.
Unable to resist the pull any longer, he sold his house
and business, packed up his young family, and moved
400 kilometres (250 miles) south-east to the coastal
town of Narooma. There he was welcomed back to Yuin
country by his grandfather, a renowned elder, who
quickly became Dwayne’s cultural mentor.

“I believe that’s why I had the calling
to come home, to create a vehicle to
continue the traditional teachings of
our bloodline.”
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“Because I was his eldest grandson, he really took me
under his wing to teach me the ways. You’ve got to
be chosen to receive that kind of in-depth teaching,”
explains Dwayne.
At 26, the transformative experience was so profound
that it inspired Dwayne to establish Ngaran Ngaran
Culture Awareness (NNCA), an Aboriginal-owned and
-operated cultural training service, that today shares
Yuin culture in the form of immersive travel experiences.
You can learn about the Yuin way of life by joining one
of NNCA’s experiences such as the three-day Djirringanj
Dreaming Tour, which takes you on spectacular short
coastal walks deep into Yuin country. Hear sacred
Dreaming stories passed down for tens of thousands
of years, and bear witness to traditional ceremonies,
song and traditions; at night, retire to your lavish
“glamping” tent, complete with plush bedding, ensuite
bathroom and gourmet catering that showcases native
ingredients.

Contact Information:
info@ngaranaboriginalculture.com
ngaranaboriginalculture.com
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Sustainability
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Andrew Smith
Sand Dune Adventures
New South Wales

Culture

Andrew Smith is the boss of a thrilling venture that
combines high-adrenaline quad-biking with ancient
Indigenous coastal culture. The CEO of Worimi Local
Aboriginal Land Council, which operates Sand Dune
Adventures at Port Stephens on the NSW North Coast,
was a long-time Australian Taxation Office employee
when the opportunity arose in 2006 to do something
completely different.

When Smith started developing the business, he had
only eight quad bikes and “stood by the side of the road
waving signs at passing cars hoping they would come”.
Tourism Australia backed the venture, naming it an
Indigenous Tourism Champion. Business mentorship,
along with great word of mouth, also helped turned
Sand Dune Adventures into a thriving enterprise within
just a few years.

“I didn’t know anything about quad bikes or Aboriginal
tourism or tourism in general,” he says. He did know
a lot about governance and accountability, though –
expertise that helped as he pondered how to turn the
Southern Hemisphere’s largest moving sand dunes into
a viable business that supported his community as a
not-for-profit social enterprise. “We were asset-rich but
cash-poor,” he says.

Profits are poured back into the local Indigenous
community, funding employment, housing, education,
health and elders’ programs. “It’s about the growth and
empowerment of our community,” Smith says.
Quad-bike riders journey up to 20 kilometres over the
awe-inspiring dunes – some of which are more than 30
metres high.

“About 95 per cent of people who come on our tours are
really after the quad bikes but every single tour gets
exposed to the occupational history and Aboriginal
culture of the area.”
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Contact Information:
sda@worimi.org.au
sandduneadventures.com.au
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Helen Martin

Banubanu Beach Retreat
Bremer Island, Northern Territory

Culture

Helen Martin grew up surrounded by Central Australia’s
red desert, but these days she looks out upon the
sparkling blues of Yolngu sea country. Helen, an
Arrernte woman from Alice Springs, runs Banubanu
Beach Retreat, on Bremer Island off East Arnhem Land,
together with her husband, Trevor Hosie.
In 2019, the couple completed a major upgrade of the
property, which now comprises six eco-safari tents,
a plunge pool and a chef-run, 30-seat restaurant. The
retreat also offers day tours to visit the island from
Gove, a 90-minute flight from Darwin.
It’s been a steep learning curve for Helen but one she
wouldn’t change for anything. “It’s been a journey for
me,” says Helen. “But I like it – this is home now – and
I’m passionate about it.”

Contact Information:
enquiries@banubanu.com
banubanu.com
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Helen is also passionate about food and cooking and
is excited about incorporating the island’s native
ingredients into the retreat’s new menus. She talks about
how wild figs can be turned into jam, bush apples into
dessert, and how salty, crunchy pigface, a succulent
that grows on the beaches, makes a textural addition
to salads. She plans to learn more about bush tucker
from the women of the island’s Gutjaŋan community.
Retreat visitors, who often say they feel like castaways
from modern life, can also visit the Yolngu sea country
community for cultural experiences such as fishing,
mud-crabbing and painting.
An island stay gives an insight into this rich traditional
culture, as well as all that nature has to offer in this
Top End paradise. Birdwatchers can look for brolgas,
brahminy kites, orange-footed scrubfowl and emerald
doves while anglers can fish the deep waters for coral
trout, red emperor and mackerel. The island also attracts
nesting leatherback, hawk’s-bill and green turtles.

“I am blessed to be living in East Arnhem Land, it is a special place that
reconnects visitors to the land and sea, a place to reflect upon our
journey, I love sharing this experience with visitors”.

Lynette Kenyon

Pudakul Aboriginal Cultural Tours
Adelaide River Wetland, Northern Territory
When Lynette Kenyon and her husband Graham
launched Pudakul Aboriginal Cultural Tours near Darwin
more than a decade ago, they had two goals. One was
to be their own bosses and run a business on their
traditional land; the other was to ensure that they
passed their culture on to their four daughters.
“Knowing our heritage and living in today’s society, it’s
like we have two toolboxes,” Lynette says. “The business
lets us use both. We can keep our daughters connected
to their country while we make a living, too.”

Pudakul’s most popular tour is its two-hour Aboriginal
Tour, designed to introduce guests to traditional culture.
“We teach visitors about bush foods, about the way we
move across the land according to the seasons, and the
many ways we use the plants around us, from medicine
to using the fibres to make baskets and mats,” Lynette
says. And for those who just want to learn how to throw
a spear, “we’re happy to help with that, too”.
Lynette and Graham are determined to keep growing the
business – their most recent addition is some overnight
accommodation – but what they are most proud of is
the chance to show off their country. “Visitors are often
amazed by how beautiful it is here in the wetlands; they
don’t know what’s in store for them until they get here.”

“We’ll still be doing this long after it’s time to retire.
It’s not just a job; sharing our culture is something
we’re passionate about.”
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Bob Taylor

RT Tours Australia
Alice Springs, Northern Territory

Culture

Bob Taylor runs a million-star restaurant in the desert
near Alice Springs. It has no walls, but it does boast one
of the world’s most extraordinary views. At night, you
can admire the Milky Way and the glittering sky, thanks
to the lack of light pollution in the Central Australian
desert.

After spending two years as a guide around Alice
Springs, Bob launched his own venture – RT Tours
Australia – that combines his passions for tourism and
food. “Food, country and culture is my motto,” says Bob,
who offers lunch and dinner tours near Alice Springs, as
well as private tours further afield.

Bob, a Southern Arrernte man, is a professional chef
who started cooking in Adelaide at 15 years old. He
rattled the pans in big-city kitchens in Australia
and Europe before coming “home” to the land of his
ancestors – the traditional owners of Rainbow Valley,
south of Alice Springs, where freestanding sandstonebanded bluffs and cliffs spectacularly turn from ochre to
vivid orange and purple in the light at dawn and dusk.

His tours typically start at the Alice Springs Telegraph
Station, continue to Simpsons Gap and then to a nearby
site where Bob cooks a feast over an open fire. Guests
enjoy a spread that includes bread with wattleseed
dukkah, an outback hotpot, sweet potato fritters with
saltbush, lemon myrtle vegetables, and a dessert
featuring quandong and coconut.

“I have Australian people coming on this tour who want to learn more
[about Aboriginal culture] and that’s bloody wonderful,” says Bob.
“I talk about Aboriginal culture and Australian culture combined. It’s
walking across country and just taking a look at
it in a different way.”
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Kevin Baxter-Pilakui
SeaLink NT
Tiwi Islands, Northern Territory

Culture

Kevin Baxter-Pilakui was born in the air, way above his
remote island home. His mother was flying from the Tiwi
Islands to hospital in Darwin, the capital of the Northern
Territory, to deliver him, except that Kevin arrived
early, half-way between both. He jokes that he’s from
no-man’s land, but in truth, Bathurst Island (which is 60
kilometres off the mainland) has always had his heart.
He lived on Bathurst Island until he was 12, when
schooling in the big smoke called, and he began tour
guiding after graduation. Seven years ago, he decided
the scenery in Darwin was no match for the ‘islands of
smiles’. He wanted to return to his ocean-lapped roots
to help share its culture.

Natural Beauty
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Now, the former football player leads Tiwi by Design
tours. He introduces visitors to smoking ceremonies,
where wafting plumes from native leaves rid people
of bad spirits and feelings. He takes them through the
island’s lauded screen-printing art centre, where iconic
designs make their way onto colourful materials. He
teaches them about sourcing ochre pigments from the
island and mixing them for painting.
He also shows off the hard, heavy ironstone used for
carvings of birds and towering pukamani poles, the
sacred, decorative posts placed at burial sites during a
traditional ceremony. Kevin also loves to surprise his
guests with the news that neither the didgeridoo nor
the boomerang is found on the islands – revealing the
differences between them and greater Australia.

“There are some 900 to 1000 different dialects across the Northern
Territory, and sometimes it’s taboo for the mainlanders to share parts
of culture, but the Tiwi Islands and our culture are open to the world.
For us, it’s important to share.”
Contact Information:
salesnt@sealink.com.au
tiwidesigns.com/pages/tiwi-tours

Adventure

Manuel Pamkal

Top Didj Cultural Experience & Art Gallery
Katherine, Northern Territory

Culture

Manuel Pamkal was born in a Northern Territory
community so remote that the first time he saw a white
person, he thought he was looking at a ghost. When
he first arrived at school (as a teenager, having never
sat on a chair or held a pen), the principal guessed his
birth year as 1966. Manuel is more inclined to believe a
whitefella who married into his family and saw him as a
baby – he says 1963.
Today, the charismatic Dalabon man tells his fascinating
life story to visitors at Top Didj Art Gallery near
Katherine, 320 kilometres (200 miles) south-east of
Darwin. It starts with his childhood spent hunting
goannas and lizards and digging for yams.

Contact Information:
sales@topdidg.com
topdidj.com
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After a near-death experience as an adult (detailed in
an episode of the ABC television program Australian
Story), Manuel turned his life around, quitting alcohol to
become a role model for his community.
At Top Didj, he shows visitors how to throw a spear,
light a fire and paint – while telling a few jokes along
the way. He welcomes people by playing the didgeridoo
and singing a song in Dalabon – a central Arnhem Land
language that experts say is now spoken fluently by less
than half-a-dozen people.
Manuel is a talented artist who specialises in rarrk
(cross-hatching) painting. His fine brush is made from
billabong reeds and his preferred medium is acrylic on
canvas. “I’ve been painting all my life, from young up
until now,” he says.

“I really love my job – I meet people from everywhere,” says Manuel.
He’s chatting during his lunchbreak after entertaining a “big mob”
of 42 visitors. “I want to work here until I retire.”

Blake Cedar

Dreamtime Dive & Snorkel
Cairns, Queensland
Working as one of Dreamtime Dive & Snorkel’s
Indigenous rangers is a dream job for Blake Cedar.
Blake is from Murray Island in the Torres Strait. Visitors
can learn more about his island home and its unique
culture when they join this recently launched day
tour with a difference. Like other reef cruises, it takes
visitors from Cairns to diving and snorkelling sites on
the World Heritage-listed Great Barrier Reef. The twist
is that this tour includes storytelling from members
of four Indigenous groups – Gimuy Walubara Yidinji,
Gunggandji, Mandingalbay Yidinji and Yirrganydji –
whose lands stretch from Port Douglas to the Frankland
Islands south of Cairns.
Blake has learned a lot about the various Aboriginal
groups and their Dreaming stories – including the
account of how the reef was formed when a hunter
speared a sacred black stingray – but he also has the

Culture

chance to tell guests about his own Komet cultural
group, one of eight on Murray Island. “Island life is very
nice – especially to be somewhere where your culture is
strong, you don’t need to speak English [islanders speak
Meriam Mir, a traditional language, and Torres Strait
Creole], you’re relaxed and you’re living off the sea and
the land,” he says. “It’s an unreal feeling – it makes you
feel appreciative of what’s still left in the world.”
He might also discuss his grandfather, Eddie Mabo – the
revered figure behind a landmark land rights case. The
Mabo Case altered the foundation of land-rights law in
Australia. “I’m royalty on my island,” says Blake. “A lot
of Torres Strait Islanders are royalty on their islands
because we used to have chiefs.”
Visitors are often “blown away” when he talks about
his culture. Blake says it’s rewarding to educate people,
including fellow Australians.

“I’ve had locals from Cairns come on the boat who can’t recognise the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander flags,” he says. “At first that was a
little bit heartbreaking, but then I took a step back and realised I could
educate them about how our Indigenous cultures are tied to the reef.”
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Contact Information:
res@dreamtimedive.com.au
dreamtimedive.com
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Brian “Binna” Swindley
Janbal Gallery
Mossman, Queensland

Culture

When you sign up for an art lesson with Brian “Binna”
Swindley, expect the unexpected. The only Aboriginal
artist in Far North Queensland to own his own gallery
– Janbal Gallery in the town of Mossman, in the shadow
of the Daintree Rainforest – Binna runs his painting
workshops his own way. So instead of using a paint
brush, for example, you might be wielding a bamboo
stick. “They’re great for dot paintings,” he says.
Binna is a contemporary artist who respects tradition.
Much of the detail in his paintings comes from
painstakingly applied dots, a traditional technique of his
people. “We belong to the rainforest; the dots represent
the raindrops,” he says.
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Binna first learned to paint from his uncles, who
belong to the local Kuku Yalanji tribe. “They painted
didgeridoos and boomerangs and bark paintings; I’ve
never painted on bark in my life,” Binna says, laughing.
“Things always change. You can’t go backwards, you
have to go forwards. How I paint changes every year.”
What doesn’t change is Binna’s dedication to his art,
which, he says, is a reflection of his life. “My art is about
me – what I’m hunting and what I’m gathering, what
I see and what I feel,” he says. His paintings are filled
with local flora and fauna, especially the cassowary,
a large flightless bird that lives in the rainforest.
“That’s my totem bird – it’s very special to me.”

“Red and yellow and white – the colours of ochre that
our ancestors used – are the oldest colours in the world,
and those are still colours that we still use today.”
Contact Information:
info@janbalgallery.com.au
janbalgallery.com.au
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Juan walker

Walkabout Cultural Adventures
Port Douglas/Daintree, Queensland

Culture

Juan Walker was a shy young man considering an
electrician’s apprenticeship at a mine when relatives
talked him into staying on country in Tropical North
Queensland. The Kuku Yalanji man can thank his
grandmother for directing him onto a different path
when she found him a job as a tour guide with Daintree
Ecolodge in 1999. “It took me a while to be able to
talk to strangers – that was the hardest part, getting
over that shyness,” says Juan. Today he runs his own
business, Walkabout Cultural Adventures, from his
Cooya Beach base near Port Douglas.
There’s no trace of that shyness now as Juan leads
visitors through the landscape he knows so well. In the
mangroves and shallows, he demonstrates how to spear
a mud crab and dig for pipis in the sand. In the World
Heritage-listed Daintree Rainforest, he shows visitors
the lush layers where cassowaries roam.

Contact Information:
juan@walkaboutadventures.com.au
walkaboutadventures.com.au
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“I tell my kids Dreamtime stories at
night for their bedtime stories,”
he says.
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“It’s one thing to learn about Aboriginal history through
textbooks, sitting down in a classroom, but out on
country, it makes things a whole lot more real,” he says.
“It’s a lot more hands-on – you can see how we know
about bush medicine and bush tucker.”
You’ll also see his country through new eyes, as just
about every landmark comes soaked in myth and legend.
Juan can tell you, for instance, a Dreamtime story about
how a hungry snake slithered down from the mountains
towards the coast to look for food, its body carving out
the sinuous Daintree River along the way.

Dale tilbrook

Dale Tilbrook Experiences
Perth, Western Australia

Culture
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Dale Tilbrook needs little prompting to discuss her
favourite topic, the native foodstuffs Australians call
“bush tucker”. “People regard lots of them as superfoods
because of their nutritional make-up. Kakadu plums
have the highest vitamin C content of any fruit in the
world,” says the Wardandi Bibbulmun Elder and chef.
“If something interests me, I’m like a big sponge –
I suck it all in and retain it.”
Today, Dale is such an expert on Indigenous bush foods
that she’s in high demand to talk about them and cook
them in far-flung countries such as Italy. That makes
her one busy woman as she also runs Dale Tilbrook
Experiences in Perth.
After returning from 10 years overseas Dale’s journey
in Aboriginal tourism began 25 years ago starting with
a boomerang and artefact making enterprise with her
brother, then an Aboriginal art and gift gallery with
some bush food products. From there Maalinup Gallery
was developed where activities around bush tucker,
culture and Aboriginal art are promoted.

Contact Information:
info@daletilbrookexperiences.com.au
daletilbrookexperiences.com.au
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Dale expanded her work with Maalinup Gallery and
created Dale Tilbrook Experiences. Today Dales two
signature experiences focus on taking guests on an in
depth, hands on journey into Aboriginal native edibles
as food and medicine. “Food is our medicine “, Dale
explains. During these experiences’ guests are able to
eat the bush food and learn many interesting facts
about the nutritional profile of bush food and medicine
plants. Dale also reveals some remarkable insights into
Aboriginal food traditions such as the yam garden
along the Swan River, the Noongar Six Seasons and
sustainable hunting and gathering. In her art experience
the history of Aboriginal art and dot paintings is
explored and participants create their own piece to take
home. Dale’s storytelling skills come to the fore when
she delivers her Local History and Culture experience.

“People call me the bush tucker queen as I have a passion that borders
on obsession regarding native edible plants and their pharmaceutical
and nutraceutical qualities. This obsession has continued to build for
the last 20 odd years and is something I never tire of”.

Bart Pigram

Narlijia Experiences
Broome, Western Australia
When Bart Pigram gazes across the flat, Tiffany-blue
expanse of Roebuck Bay in Broome on the Kimberley
coast of Western Australia, he doesn’t just see water. He
sees dinosaur footprints hidden by the tides, mangroves
harbouring crabs and molluscs, and pearling luggers
that used to dot the horizon.
Bart, who started Narlijia Experiences in Broome in
2015, likes to take people to a spot high on the hill,
where a new lookout stands. Circles have been cut
through the shelter’s steel to create symbolic dot
paintings on the ground. Just to the right is a spot most
people miss: a clearing littered with shells that have
bleached white over the thousands of years they’ve lain
in the sun. This is where his people, the Yawuru, would
come together to eat and watch over the bay.

Culture

Bart embodies the rich multiculturalism that runs
through Broome. He has Aboriginal, Asian and European
heritage, and he uses it to express the way locals
embrace cultural diversity. His family history also links
back to the pearling boom at the turn of the 20th
century, enabling him to share both fascinating and
sinister stories of the past on his walks between bays,
along the mangroves and through the town.
He weaves Dreaming stories through his well-researched
talks, and crushes fragrant leaves or cracks open a boab
nut for a sensory experience. “I’m close to this area,”
he says. “My people’s language, our understandings,
our creation stories all come from here. I believe the
environment here is among the best in the world and
my culture belongs here.”

“I want to get people grounded when they get to
Broome and reveal all the secrets and all the history.
The good, the bad, all of it – and give them a true
experience of what it’s like here.”
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Contact Information:
bart@toursbroome.com.au
toursbroome.com.au
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Darren “Capes” Capewell

Wula Gura Nyinda Eco Cultural Adventures
Monkey Mia, Western Australia
Darren “Capes” Capewell once played Australian Rules
football for East Fremantle but these days he’s kicking
different kinds of goals. Capes, as he’s universally
known, is now sharing the Indigenous history of Shark
Bay – the land of his ancestors. The World Heritagelisted region, 800 kilometres (500 miles) north of
Perth, is the Australian continent’s westernmost point.
Among Shark Bay’s highlights is Monkey Mia, famous
for its wild dolphins. It’s also home to Francois Peron
National Park, where acacia-covered red sand dunes
contrast vividly with turquoise waters that are home to
manta rays, dolphins and elusive dugongs.
Capes came home from the big city in 2000 and started
his tourism venture in 2004. “Apart from my family, it
combines two of my greatest passions – and that’s the
environment and my culture,” he says.

Signature Experiences of Australia Storytellers
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Wula Gura Nyinda Eco Cultural Adventures will take you
kayaking through the region’s stunning bays. Along the
way, you learn about the strong spiritual connection
between this land and its traditional custodians. You
can also slip from the double kayaks into crystal-clear
waters to snorkel and swim with rays, fish and turtles.
Capes also runs a Didgeridoo Dreaming night tour – a
didgeridoo meditation around an open campfire. Bush
tucker and fish are cooked over the fire, and males
can try their hand playing the timeless instrument.
Traditionally, the didgeridoo is played only by men but
females on the tour can try coaxing music from a conch
shell. On a 4WD tour of Francois Peron National Park,
you might spot the thorny devil, a spiky lizard that stars
in one of the region’s Dreamtime stories.

“When you visit places it is easy to ‘see’ country, but to truly take
something away with you – you need to feel the spirit of country. This is
what I share with visitors. People walk away with a deeper appreciation of
what country means to my people, here in Gutharraguda (Shark Bay).”
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Contact Information:
info@wulagura.com.au
wulagura.com.au
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Up close
and personal

Meet the guides from Great Fishing Adventures of Australia
Australia is renowned the world over for its spectacular landscapes, unique wildlife and
sporting prowess. So what better way to experience all three than by casting your line into
a once-in-a-lifetime Aussie fishing adventure?
With nearly 60,000 kilometres of coastline,
extensive river systems (including one of the
longest navigable rivers in the world) and more
than 4000 fish species, it should come as little
surprise that Australia’s fishing opportunities are
as diverse as the continent itself.
From serious game fishing in one of the Seven
Natural Wonders of the World, the Great
Barrier Reef, to the technical art of fly fishing
in Tasmania’s glacial lakes, there’s a seafood
smorgasbord of unforgettable fishing experiences
to be had across Australia.
Of course, with such diverse locations come even
more varied fish species. Perhaps Australia’s most
iconic fish species is the mighty Barramundi,
residing in the tropical rivers of the continent’s
north. But for serious saltwater sport and game
fishing, no bucket list is complete without reeling
in one of the 1000-pound Giant Black Marlin
which migrate up and down Queensland’s Great
Barrier Reef.
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Further inland, Australia’s many mountain
ranges give way to flowing freshwater rivers
and expansive lakes, home to iconic species like
Murray Cod, Wild Brown Trout and Rainbow Trout.
However, these journeys aren’t just for the
experienced. Catering to an array of skill levels
and travel styles, Australia’s ultimate fishing
adventures promise experiences to challenge
competitive anglers searching the world for their
next once-in-a-lifetime catch, through to offering
spectacular day trips for first-time anglers.
Ranging from luxury escapes to budget breaks,
there are more adventure options than scales
on a fish. And who better to introduce you to
Australia’s picturesque waterways than some of
the nation’s greatest fishing guides? Here they
share their personal experiences and unique
expertise, shaping what makes Australian fishing
such an unforgettable adventure.

More info
For more information on any of these
experiences, including famil opportunities,
high-res imagery or to arrange interviews,
reach out to:
Dean Cooper
Executive Officer
Great Fishing Adventures of Australia
dcooper@tourism.australia.com
australia.com/fishing
tourism.australia.com/fishing

Darwin
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1. David ‘Lunch’ Doudle
Australian Coastal Safaris

6. Kelly Fallon
Kekoa Sports Fishing

2. Darren Nickolls
Dhipirri Barra
& Sportfishing Lodge

Day Trip Operators

3. Karen Brooks
Driftwater Fly Fishing

5. Andrew ‘Tub’ White
Kimberley Coastal Camp
6
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Charter Operators

4. Tony Fyfe
Far North Sports Fishing

Alice Springs

Exmouth

Multi Day Experiences

7

7. Josh Hutchins
Aussie Fly Fisher
8. Sandra Watt & Stuart Maconachie
Bay Fish N Trips
9. Luke Griffiths
Renegade Fishing Charters

David (‘Lunch’) Doudle
Australian Coastal Safaris
South Australia

Although David Doudle (known as ‘Lunch’) grew up on
the land, working a sheep and grain farm, these days
you’ll find him on the water, showcasing the coastline
and biodiversity of ‘Australia’s Seafood Capital’. Marked
on maps as Port Lincoln, situated 650 kilometres west
of Adelaide, it’s home to the largest commercial fishing
fleet in the Southern Hemisphere, as well as some of the
country’s most spectacular scenery if you ask Lunch,
whose childhood farm was just 20 minutes away.
“Every chance we got was spent exploring new beaches
and bays, snorkelling, fishing and spearfishing,” he
grins. “And that’s just what we’re still doing, but now I
get to take people from all around the world to enjoy it.”
With outstanding local knowledge of the best secret
beaches and fishing haunts around, Lunch shares his
insights and contagious passion for the region on multiday private tours with Australian Coastal Safaris, run
with his “better half”, Mandy Drummond.

Natural Beauty

Unsurprisingly, a key focus of these tailor-made tours
is fishing charters to suit varying skill levels. With a
location that allows for deep-sea fishing in the Southern
Ocean, targeting popular species like Southern Bluefin
Tuna, Kingfish, and Blue Groper, charters can also focus
on inshore fishing around beautiful Coffin Bay, home to
species like the famous King George Whiting, Garfish,
even squid.
“Part of what makes this area so special is the space
and ruggedness – you can often find yourself the only
ones on a 26-kilometre beach,” Lunch marvels.
Beyond fishing, the team can also take you whale
watching, swimming with seals, or on-land adventures
to see koalas in their natural habitat, as well as emus,
kangaroos, birdlife, and reptiles.
Then retire to a luxurious, fully-catered beach house
near Port Lincoln, to sample some of the region’s best
local food and wine.

“It’s incredible being able to showcase the Aussie dream,
with some of our very best fishing, wildlife, scenery and
food all in one place.”
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Contact Information:
info@australiancoastalsafaris.com.au
australiancoastalsafaris.com.au
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Darren Nickolls

Dhipirri Barra & Sportfishing Lodge
Northern Territory
Darren Nickolls first heard whispers of the Northern
Territory’s world-class fishing at his brother’s tackle
shop in southeastern Queensland, where customers
would return from their travels gushing about the
mammoth-sized Barramundi. He couldn’t resist exploring
the Northern Territory himself, and hasn’t left since.
Now with 23 years’ experience hosting guided fishing
trips around Darwin’s tropical waters, he and wife
Sharon run exclusive multi-day adventures from their
secluded fishing lodge in Arnhem Land, about 350
kilometres northeast of Darwin.
“It’s just so untouched, so magical – there are few places
like this in the world where you won’t see another
person,” says Darren of their remote lodge, which with
the permission of local families, has exclusive rights to
operate in the area, ensuring a truly private experience.

Culture

With both salt and freshwater fishing available, the
mighty Barramundi takes centre stage, thanks to the
breathtaking rivers nearby. Among such prime locations
is the Arafura Swamp – an enormous catchment area
and ‘Barra’ breeding ground, as well as home to an
abundance of other wildlife.
“The native birdlife here is unreal with magpie geese,
hawks, and sea eagles - it’s not uncommon to see a flock
of hundred or more birds lift off,” Darren enthuses. “It’s
also a feeding frenzy for crocodiles.”
Darren can also guide guests around the nearby
Crocodile Islands where popular reef fish like Snapper
and Red Emperor reside, while Pelagic species such
as Mackerel, Queenfish and Northern Blue Tuna can
be found less than a kilometre from the lodge. There’s
fly fishing and mud crabbing available too, while the
lodge also features a fully qualified chef and beachfront
cabins, plus a private airstrip for flights from Darwin.

“To be allowed onto this land by the Traditional Owners
is pretty special – there’s a mutual respect for the land
and what it gives.”
Contact Information:
info@dhipirribarra.com.au
dhipirribarra.com.au
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Karen Brooks
Driftwater
Tasmania

Natural Beauty

Formerly a cheesemaker, a caterer, and later an
international flower exporter, it wasn’t until Karen
Brooks joined her new partner (now husband) on a
weekend camping trip that she discovered fly fishing.
“I just loved it: the challenge, the outdoor setting, the
precision – it was like hiking but with a purpose,” she
laughs. “There’s so many things to balance, like the river
current, the insects hatching, the casting position –
you really have to work for it.”
Years later, after selling her flower business,
Karen and husband Peter embarked on a round-theworld trip, further developing their new shared passion
of fly fishing.
“When we were in the United States I really noticed
how women were a much bigger part of the industry,
whereas in Australia it was really only fellas out on the
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water,” reflects Karen, now an internationally
accredited fly caster and one of a few female
competitive fly fishers. “That’s where I saw a real
opportunity, not just for my career, but for Australian
fishing as a whole to be more inclusive of women.”
Returning to Australia with full certification in fly
fishing, casting, instructing, and guiding, Karen and
Peter bought an idyllic old homestead in Tasmania’s
Meander Valley, just over 200 kilometres northwest of
Hobart, where they now host exceptional (and femalefriendly) fly-fishing experiences as part of Driftwater’s
offerings. Home to coveted Wild Brown Trout and
Rainbow Trout, you can learn from Karen’s awardwinning techniques during a customised stay here,
with experiences ranging from rivers and lakes to
wading or boats, with picnic lunches and luxurious
suites to retreat to every day.

“Tasmania offers such diverse fly fishing, from tiny streams to big
rivers, lowland lakes to shallow glacier lakes – each involves a whole
new challenge and skillset.”
Contact Information:
driftwater.tas@bigpond.com
driftwater.com.au

Wellness

Tony Fyfe

Far North Sports Fishing
Queensland
A self-proclaimed “mad fisherman” who grew up casting
and reeling in New Zealand, Tony Fyfe always turned to
fishing as respite from his busy career in manufacturing
and exporting, which saw him based across Asia for
20 years. It wasn’t until a holiday to Port Douglas, over
1700 kilometres north of Brisbane in tropical north
Queensland, that Tony got to experience what the
internationally renowned Great Barrier Reef has to offer.
“Having fished all over the world, from Panama to the
US, the array of species you can catch here on a single
trip is just incredible,” says Tony in his matter-of-fact
manner. “But back then, I also saw a big gap in the
market for more high-end fishing experiences here.”

Natural Beauty

Fast forward several years and Tony has turned that
opportunity into a reality after relocating to Port
Douglas and establishing his private luxury charter
service, Far North Sports Fishing.
On board the lavishly appointed mothership, Blue
Martini, Tony takes guests on extended, long-range
charters to remote locations along the Cape York
Peninsula, customised to personal preferences
and the season.
With another four vessels in Tony’s fleet to
accommodate all conditions, charters can incorporate
river fishing for Barramundi and Mangrove Jack during
the wet season, through to reef fishing for Queenfish
and Nannygai in the dry season. But the big-ticket item
is the 1000-plus pound Giant Black Marlin (known as
‘granders’ to those in the know), which frequent the
area from August to November.

“With more granders between Cairns and Lizard Island
than anywhere else in the world, if you wanted to catch
a big fish, the odds are you’ll do it here.”
Contact Information:
info@farnorthsportsfishing.com
farnorthsportsfishing.com
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Andrew (‘Tub’) White
Kimberley Coastal Camp
Western Australia
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When you meet Andrew White you’d best call him
‘Tub’ if you want to stay on his good side, which is in
your best interests to experience one of Australia’s
most remote and spectacular fishing camps. As the
owner and operator of Kimberley Coastal Camp, tucked
away on Western Australia’s rugged far north coast,
3500 kilometres north of Perth, he explains it’s only
accessible by helicopter or float plane, accommodating
a select lucky few. But even a straight-talking character
like Tub struggles to sum up the appeal of this awardwinning safari-style resort.
“Honestly, it’s just stunning. It sucks you in with this
wow factor – the red rock formations, the colour of the
water, the Aboriginal rock art and history, and that’s
before you even think about the fish,” he says. “To
me, fishing is the bonus of being in such a beautiful
destination.”

Contact Information:
info@kimberleycoastalcamp.com.au
kimberleycoastalcamp.com.au
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A big bonus indeed. With huge tidal rivers, mangrove
lined creeks, estuaries, offshore reefs and islands as
well as open ocean surrounding the camp, this is prime
territory for both blue water fishing and river fishing.
Here you can reel in mighty Barramundi, Threadfin
Salmon and Blue Nose Salmon, Giant Trevally and
Coral Trout, as well as mud crabs and oysters.
If that’s not diverse enough, the camp promises no
set itineraries so guests can also choose from guided
bushwalks to ancient rock art, scenic boat cruises,
cooking classes or just relaxing by the freshwater pool.
With an expert chef also on hand, expect restaurantquality meals and three-course dinners too.

“There are lots of beautiful places in the world, but few can compare
with the Kimberley. More than that, you get to fish here and have it all
to yourself – it’s just something else.”

Kelly Fallon
Kekoa
Queensland

Natural Beauty

Following in the footsteps of her father, Kelly Fallon is a
second-generation Giant Black Marlin fishing charterer
in Cairns, situated 1700 kilometres north of Brisbane,
overlooking the Great Barrier Reef. While game fishing
has been a part of Kelly’s life since childhood, it wasn’t
until she returned to Australia after a 10-year-stint
in Japan working in international business, that she
rekindled her love of life on the water – and a certain
childhood friend.
“I was at a bit of a crossroads so Mum suggested I come
home and join Dad on the boat, who Luke crewed for
back when he started his career,” Kelly smiles, referring
to Luke Fallon, an award-winning marlin captain and her
now husband.
Together, the pair now run Kekoa, offering private game
fishing charters between Cairns and Lizard Island for
the region’s acclaimed Giant Black Marlin season.

Contact Information:
kelly@kekoa.com.au
kekoa.com.au
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“Every year marlin congregate around here during
their migration, especially the Giant Black Marlin from
September to November – it’s just the best place in the
world for a bucket-list catch for big game fisherman,”
she beams, noting their strict catch-and-release
approach.
While Luke captains the vessel (named Kekoa, which
means warrior in Hawaiian), Kelly manages the
administrative side of the business, as well as extending
her talents as the on-board cook and photographer.
Adding to her impressive portfolio, Kelly is now an
award-winning game fishing and estuary fishing
champion, as well as author of the Black Marlin Blog –
one of the most widely read game fishing websites in
Australia.
You can learn from her expertise on board Kekoa’s
day trips or personalised three- to 10-day charters,
promising world-class fishing, views, snorkelling, as well
as fine dining that champions Australian produce with a
Japanese influence.

“There’s nothing more rewarding than seeing guests
experience the thrill of catching a 1000-pound marlin
for the first time – it’s just amazing.”

Josh Hutchins

Aussie Fly Fisher
New South Wales and Northern Territory

Natural Beauty

Josh Hutchins, better known across the industry as the
‘Aussie Fly Fisher’, shares his fly fishing expertise in
many forms. As an expert photographer, social media
influencer, and writer (regularly contributing to various
fishing magazines), Josh also imparts knowledge
and skills by guiding fresh and saltwater fly-fishing
expeditions across Australia.
“I really enjoy showcasing the diversity of Australia’s
fishing experiences and landscapes, teaching the world
there’s so much more here than crocodiles and red dirt,”
he muses. Having learned the art of fly fishing in his
teens, Josh likens its appeal to hunting with a bow and
arrow, as opposed to rifle. “There’s a simple beauty to
catching a fish on fly because you almost have to trick
it first, it’s more of an even battle, it’s such a challenge,”
he says. “Which makes it highly addictive.”
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While Aussie Fly Fisher does offer packages, including
accommodation, food and all the trimmings, trips can
be fully customised to suit your preferences in location,
style and budget. Dedicated freshwater fly fishers can
choose from an array of locations across New South
Wales, including the coveted Snowy Mountains region.
Situated some 500 kilometres southwest of Sydney,
this region is arguably the most renowned trout fishery
in mainland Australia. With rugged mountains, wild
open plains and alpine streams, it is an idyllic setting
for fly fishing endemic species like Murray Cod, as well
as the mighty Trout. Meanwhile up in the Northern
Territory, Josh also frequents the tropical Wessel Islands
for extended saltwater fly-fishing trips – prime territory
for catching species like Barramundi, the elusive Blue
Bastard, and even “the holy grail of fly fishing”,
Permit fish.

“With the rise of social media, it’s become so much easier and
exciting to connect with people from all over the world about fishing
experiences they would never have known about otherwise.”
Contact Information:
aussieflyfisher@gmail.com
aussieflyfisher.com
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Sandra Watt and Stuart Maconachie
Bay Fish N Trips
Victoria

The adage ‘good things come to those who wait’
certainly befits Sandra Watt (formerly a school
teacher), and partner Stuart Maconachie (once a sales
representative in the crop protection industry), who
joined the fishing industry later in life. Now hosting
private and shared day-trip charters as part of Bay
Fish N Trips, this endearing couple have embraced the
opportunity to share their love of Melbourne’s vast
Port Phillip Bay.
“It’s one of the most biodiverse stretches of water, and
one of the largest enclosed spaces of saltwater in the
Southern Hemisphere,” explains Sandra. “Being so big
and shallow, it’s essentially like a pan with lots of rock,
reef and seagrass at the bottom, which acts as a nursery
for species like Snapper and King George Whiting.”
Adding to the diversity of local fish is the recent
banning of unsustainable practices.

Natural Beauty

“Since they banned scallop dredging a few years back,
and now net fishing is coming to an end – it will be fully
gone by 2022 – the quality and quantity of sea life is
just astonishing,” says Stuart, who has fished locally
his whole life. “We’re certainly not limited – they’re
here all year,” he laughs, rattling off other species like
Australian Salmon, Flathead, Wrasse and Calamari.
It’s not just fish that have returned – the bay is now
home to a resident Common Dolphin population,
which you can often see swimming on the bow.
“They seem to really like our boat, even the Dolphin
Research Institute noticed,” says Sandra.
The boat, lovingly named The Plover, was built during
World War II for the Royal Australian Army, but these
days she leisurely charters families and day-trippers
around Port Phillip Bay and nearby Mornington Peninsula.
Charters also include a classic barbecue feast on board,
plus top-quality gear and assistance.

“Seeing someone catch their first fish, no matter what
the size is, is just pure joy,” beams Sandra.
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Contact Information:
plover@bayfishntrips.com.au
bayfishntrips.com.au

Wildlife

Adventure

Luke Griffiths

Renegade Fishing Charters
Queensland

Natural Beauty

As a 12-year-old, Luke Griffiths once drew a picture
of his dream future – fishing around Queensland’s
spectacular Whitsunday Islands, in the heart of the
Great Barrier Reef, on a charter boat named Outlaw.
Today, Luke, born and bred in the nearby Airlie Beach
region, is doing precisely that with not one but three
charter boats (the others named Renegade and
Elizabeth E II), which he skippers.
“As I got older I realised I prefer making people happy
by showing them amazing fishing spots, rather than
actually fishing myself,” he chuckles.
Now offering five- to 10-night liveaboard saltwater
sportfishing charters around the outer reefs on the
Elizabeth E II, Luke doesn’t shy from its worldwide
acclaim as a once-in-a-lifetime location.

Contact Information:
info@renegadecharters.com.au
renegadecharters.com.au
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“We’re fishing some 200 nautical miles offshore and
the variety and size of fish is just second to none, with
around 80 per cent of the world’s most targeted tropical
reef fish in these waters,” he explains, noting local
species like Dogtooth Tuna, Sailfish, Black Marlin, Blue
Marlin, Giant Trevally, Yellowfin Tuna and Wahoo.
With a large focus on catch-and-release to preserve
the biodiversity of the Great Barrier Reef, charters
can include game, sport and reef fishing, fly fishing,
spearfishing, diving and snorkelling. Depending on
your travel tastes, Luke’s fully customised charters,
which he runs with wife Allira, can also include day
trips to surrounding coral cays. The well-appointed
accommodation on board features 10 twin-share cabins
with ensuites, as well as a licensed bar and expert chefs,
serving local produce like full sashimi platters.

“It’s such a large playground for fishing and the scenery is just
amazing. Beyond the pinks and purples of the corals, the water is so
vibrant, as are the fish – even the sand is iridescent. It really needs to
be seen to be believed.”

Up close
and personal

Meet the guides from Great Golf Courses of Australia
Australia has some of the most dramatic landscapes in the world, so it should come as no surprise
that it is also home to some of the planet’s most remarkable golf courses.
Whether you’re playing a classic coastal links
course, buffeted by winds gusting in over
whitecaps on the Bass Strait, or perched on an
elevated tee on a tropical island overlooking an
archipelago in an impossibly blue sea, you’ll never
forget these locations.
There’s also a rich history attached to golf in
Australia. Some of the great courses in Sydney,
Adelaide and Melbourne’s famous Sandbelt region
date back to the 1920s, during the golden age
of golf course design. These classic, strategically
challenging layouts have stood the test of time
and remain among the most revered layouts in
the global golfing community.
World golfing greats – from Walter Hagen to Tiger
Woods – have walked these fairways, and some
of Australia’s finest golfers, from Greg Norman
to Adam Scott, have made their names here.
But these courses are also open to international
visitors, to forge memories of their own.
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The Signature Golf Courses in the Great Golf
Courses of Australia collection are the pinnacle
of Australian golf venues, offering remarkable
layouts, as well as first-class facilities and
hospitality in some of Australia’s most iconic
locations. But while names such as Royal
Melbourne, Barnbougle and Kingston Heath
might be famous among golf aficionados around
the globe, some of the people behind these golf
courses are not so well known.
Here, we talk to some of the individuals who
make these courses what they are. We hear from
a club pro, an architect, a historian and more,
to get an insight into the dedicated work that
goes on behind the scenes, the stories that
aren’t always heard, and the reasons these
courses are unique.
Because while golf is about skill, immersion
in nature, battling the course and the elements,
having mental fortitude and overcoming challenges,
at the end of the day it’s about people too.

More info
For more information on any of these
experiences, including famil opportunities,
high-res imagery or to arrange interviews,
reach out to:
Elizabeth Sattler
Executive Officer
Great Golf Courses of Australia
biz@sattlerpr.com.au
greatgolfaustralia.com.au

Great golf courses of australia

Darwin

Cairns
Broome

New South Wales

Tasmania

1. A
 ndrew Kirkman
The Lakes Golf Club

4. R
 ichard Sattler
Barnbougle Dunes Golf Links

South Australia

5. J ohn Geary
Cape Wickham Links

2. Neil Crafter
Kooyonga Golf Club
Hamilton Island
Alice Springs

Exmouth

3. Warren Mercer
The Grange Golf Club

Victoria
6. Peter Bellion
Huntingdale Golf Club
7. Mike Cocking
Kingston Heath Golf Club

Ayers Rock (Uluru)

8. Tony Rule
Royal Melbourne Golf Club
Brisbane
Gold Coast

Perth
3

2

Sydney

Adelaide

Canberra

6

7

8

Melbourne

5
4

Hobart
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1

Andrew Kirkman
The Lakes
Sydney, New South Wales

Natural Beauty

Some people will travel a long way to get to Sydney’s
renowned championship golf course, The Lakes. Some
animals, too. Eels migrate to the waterways of this golf
course all the way from New Caledonia, some 2000
kilometres away.
“The variety of wildlife here is remarkable,”
says The Lakes’ general manager, Andrew Kirkman.
“From pelicans and seagulls through to frill-necked
lizards, fish and swans, it’s an environmental oasis in
the middle of one of the biggest cities in the world.”

Wildlife

Adventure

Wellness

Just a 15-minute drive from the centre of Sydney,
The Lakes meanders through the environmentally
significant Botany wetlands, and makes full use of all
that water in a design that incorporates water carries,
island greens and island fairways on a layout that
has hosted numerous championships, including the
Australian Open seven times, most recently in 2018.
Andrew has been passionate about golf since the age
of eight, when he caddied for his father back home in
Queensland. After realising that he would never make
it as a pro player, he decided becoming the general
manager of a golf club would be the next best thing.
“I never dreamed I’d be manager of The Lakes,” he says.
“There’s no other golf club in Australia like it.”

“The Lakes is all about the golf and the golf course. The members are
very passionate golfers and that fits with me because I love my golf
and play at every opportunity.”
Contact Information:
info@thelakesgolfclub.com.au
thelakesgolfclub.com.au
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Neil Crafter

Kooyonga Golf Club
Lockleys, South Australia

Natural Beauty

“Golf has always been in the family,” says golf course
architect and author Neil Crafter. And Kooyonga Golf
Club has been there for as long as he can remember,
too. Neil’s father, Brian, a golf professional, worked at
Kooyonga, and the Crafter family lived close to this
historic championship course. Neil was swinging a club
by the age of four, caddying aged eight, and by 13 was a
junior member.
He went on to have a successful amateur career,
representing state and country. However, his destiny lay
not in playing golf, but designing courses. And today,
as principal of golf architecture firm Crafter + Mogford,
he finds himself in charge of preserving and enhancing
the course that has played such a pivotal role in his
family’s life (as well as the father and son connection to
Kooyonga, Neil’s sister, Jane, learnt her trade there and
went on to play the LPGA Tour). “It’s an honour,”
Neil says.

Contact Information:
administrator@kooyongagolf.com.au
kooyongagolf.com.au
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“And a responsibility. We’re always looking forward,
thinking about the future heritage of the course.”
Kooyonga (an Aboriginal word meaning “plenty sand,
plenty water”) dates back to 1923, and has hosted six
Australian Opens, including the 2018 Women’s Open.
Wind is usually a factor on this attractive, challenging
layout that has stayed true to the original design by
club founder, HL ‘Cargie’ Rymill.
“Kooyonga has always been a test of every club in
your bag,” Neil says.

“They say if you have a job that you love you don’t have
to work another day in your life. I’m very lucky to have
a job that I love.”

Warren Mercer
The Grange
South Australia

Natural Beauty

A friendly face in the pro shop can make all the
difference when it comes to visiting a golf club. And
with Warren Mercer at the helm, anyone playing The
Grange, located just outside Adelaide, is guaranteed a
warm welcome.
“It doesn’t matter who you are,” Warren says. “We treat
everyone the same; the best possible way.”
The Grange’s history dates back to 1926, but today’s
Grange wouldn’t be the same without Warren, who took
up golf at the tender age of 15. He recalls collecting
golf balls on the boundary of a private course, then
selling them back to the members. “Once I’d sold enough
balls, I’d go in the golf shop and buy my next club,” he
chuckles.

Wildlife

Adventure

Wellness

After spells playing the Pro Am tour in Queensland,
working in the golf industry in China, then as a club
professional in the Adelaide Hills, Warren became club
professional at The Grange in 2001, and has seen both
of the club’s courses, East Course and West Course,
undergo redesigns. (Mike Clayton redesigned the West
Course in 2007, and Greg Norman redeveloped the
East Course in 2012, 36 years after winning his first
tournament as a pro on the very same track.
The result is a remarkably varied golfing experience,
Warren says. “The West Course, where we hold the
Australian Women’s Open, is tree-lined, more of a target
golf course. The Greg Norman course is more about
positioning and creating the best angle for your next shot.
“Both courses are a real challenge in their own way.”

You couldn’t get two more different
courses on the same property. That’s
the great thing about The Grange.”
Contact Information:
info@grangegolf.com.au
grangegolf.com.au
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Richard Sattler
Barnbougle
Tasmania

When hotel owner Richard Sattler bought land on
Tasmania’s north-east coast in 1989, and became a
cattle and potato farmer, little did he know that he was
also destined to become the owner of two of the world’s
most spectacular golf courses.
“I didn’t even like golf,” Richard says. “I play every
couple of weeks now… but I’m a genuine hacker.”
An ambitious local approached Richard with the idea
of turning a section of his coastal farmland into a
golfing paradise, and the first course – Barnbougle
Dunes – opened in 2004, to the astonishment of
the golfing world.
“People were amazed,” Richard says. “We were matching
it with the best.”

Natural Beauty

Combining a stunning landscape with brilliant design
by American Tom Doak and Australia’s Mike Clayton,
Barnbougle Dunes is a links course in the finest
traditions of Scottish golf.
“The course is really connected to the sea,” Richard
says. “It gets windy out there and you challenge the
elements. It’s how golf was meant to be.”
The second course, the 20-hole Barnbougle Lost Farm,
opened next door in 2010 to an equally rapturous
reception. Designed by Bill Coore, it’s just as spectacular
as the Dunes course, but a little more forgiving.
Both courses are ranked in the Golf Digest top 10 in
Australia and the top 100 in the world, but Richard loves
getting golfers’ uncensored feedback; unannounced, he
sometimes drives the bus that takes players between
the course and their accommodation. “I’m a hands-on
person,” he says.

“It’s perfect links land… we’re up there with the best
of them in Scotland and Ireland.”
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Contact Information:
reservations@barnbougle.com.au
barnbougle.com.au
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John Geary

Cape Wickham Links
King Island, Tasmania
It was during a spell away from golf greenkeeping that
John Geary realised how much he loved it.
“A bloke said to me, ‘you must go stir crazy sitting on
a mower all day’,” John recalls. “The hairs on the back
on my neck stood up. What I missed was the immense
sense of satisfaction you get.”
John went over to King Island – in Bass Strait, between
Tasmania and the Australian mainland – shortly after
the construction of Cape Wickham Links, to “grow in”
the course. It wasn’t the easiest of jobs, with salt spray
lashing across the links just about every day.
“It’s the most challenging site I’ve ever worked on,” says
John, who is now general manager.

“It’s such a spectacular site here. There are
no issues coming to work every day.”
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Today, though it’s just four years old, Cape Wickham
does a pretty good impression of a course that’s been
part of its dramatic surroundings for a long time. “A lot
of people who visit think it’s been here 40 or 50 years
or longer,” John says. “It’s matured nicely.”
On the wind-lashed northern tip of the island, Cape
Wickham is a breathtaking links course that’s already
ranked No.24 in the world and No.3 in Australia.
“The topography of the land is very dramatic,” John
says. “It’s 18 fantastic holes and it builds and builds,
until you get to the last three holes along the ocean and
the 18th signature hole, where you hit across Victoria
Cove. The designers [Mike DeVries and Darius Oliver]
did a magnificent job.”

Contact Information:
golf@capewickham.com.au
capewickham.com.au
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Peter Bellion
Huntingdale
Melbourne, Victoria

Huntingdale, in the heart of Melbourne’s Sandbelt,
has hosted more major tournaments than any other
venue in Australia. It’s known as the home of the
Australian Masters, having held that event from 1979
to 2008, and again in 2015 – the Masters’ swansong.
The likes of Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Seve
Ballesteros, Greg Norman and Tiger Woods have graced
the club’s greens and fairways. And Huntingdale’s club
captain, Peter Bellion APM, has seen them all.
Peter worked at every Masters from 1980 onwards –
firstly carrying a scoreboard and then as a walking
scorer.
“I scored for Rod Pampling in 2008 when he won, and
Mark O’Meara in 1986 when he won,” Peter says. “I was
standing behind Bernhard Langer when he holed out on
the 12th in the third round in 1987 when he won. Those
are the things that stick in the memory bank.”

Natural Beauty

Peter has needed some good memories to overwrite
the bad ones. A retired detective sergeant, he spent 30
years in the Victorian police force, and was awarded the
Australian Police Medal in 2009. He’s had more than his
fair share of traumatic experiences, but says golf has
remained a constant solace.
“The golf club and socialising in the golf club has been a
key thing in managing PTSD,” he says. “I love my golf.”
With three holes-in-one at Huntingdale, Peter has a
highlights reel of his own to look back on. And he loves
taking on this famous, much-loved course as often as
he can.
“It’s very strategic and challenging,” he says.
“You never get bored of playing here.”

“When I was 11 I hit a 4-wood that cleared the oval and
ended up in the houses at the other end. I thought it
was time I should start playing on a proper course.”

Contact Information:
golfshop@huntingdalegolf.com.au
huntingdalegolf.com.au
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Mike Cocking
Kingston Heath
Melbourne, Victoria

Natural Beauty

Mike Cocking grew up on the Melbourne Sandbelt, went
to Kingston Hearth to ask for a souvenir scorecard when
he was a child, lives “a well-struck 4-iron” from Kingston
Heath’s front gate, and is a member of the club. So
when he got the chance to work on the iconic course, he
jumped at it.
A director and course designer with golf architecture
firm Ogilvy Cocking Mead (alongside Geoff Ogilvy and
Ashley Mead), Mike has been consulting to Kingston
Heath since the mid-2000s, doing work such as
restoration, making bunkering changes and designing a
new 19th hole.
“I’ve always loved Kingston Heath,” Mike says. “It has
an elegance that many lack. It has a low, sprawling
landscape with some of the best bunkering on the

Wildlife
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Sandbelt, a terrific set of greens, beautiful roughs and
heathland vegetation and some wonderful small-scale
contours that come to life as the sun gets low in the sky.
It’s a masterpiece.”
Mike regards his firm as being the latest in a long line of
custodians of the Kingston Heath design (by Australian
Dan Soutar, with bunkering by Dr Alister MacKenzie).
The course opened in 1925, as the then-longest track
in Australia. Golf Digest ranks it as the No.2 course in
Australia, and No.18 in the world.
“The aim with any of the work we put on the ground is
to give the impression it has always belonged,” Mike
says. “The greatest compliment is when people aren’t
aware that anything has been done at all.”

“Golf courses should be fun, thought-provoking and beautiful places
to play the game, and we spend a lot of time on the details: everything
from the position of a hazard to the shape of a mound, the edge of a
bunker or the texture of the roughs.”
Contact Information:
info@kingstonheath.melbourne
kingstonheath.melbourne

Adventure

Tony Rule

The Royal Melbourne Golf Club
Melbourne, Victoria
Which golf course is Australia’s best? That’s arguably
a matter of personal opinion, but the West Course at
Royal Melbourne would be on any short list. In 2018,
Golf Digest ranked it No.1 in Australia and No.6 in
the world.
Scottish architect, Dr Alister MacKenzie was invited
Down Under in 1926 to design the track, after The Royal
Melbourne Golf Club (formed in 1891) decided to move
to a new part of town: an area of rolling, sandy terrain
that would become known as the Melbourne Sandbelt.
“What Royal Melbourne has, what really good golf
courses have, is scale,” says Tony Rule, chair of the history
and archives committee of Royal Melbourne. “It’s on a
large piece of land with wide fairways, big bunkering
and big, firm, fast greens… It’s a great strategic
challenge, which is what MacKenzie was all about.”

Natural Beauty

Tony Jacklin and Roberto De Vicenzo were playing Royal
Melbourne in the 1972 World Cup when Tony Rule first
set foot here, as an 11-year-old.
He became a junior member in 1981 and today is
dedicated to Royal Melbourne and its place in the
history books, as well as playing a couple of times a
week on the famed West, or the stunning East Course
(No.8 in Australia and No.55 in the world). In certain
spots, he might even try to emulate some of the great
shots that have been played here over the years, by the
likes of Tiger Woods and Greg Norman.
“If you’re a golf fan, you remember great shots,” he says.

“It’s very different to courses in other parts of the
world. When you play a par 3 the greens are so firm you
can hear the ball land from 160 metres away. Overseas
visitors are blown away.”
Contact Information:
golfbookings@royal.melbourne
royalmelbourne.com.au
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Up close
and personal

Meet the guides from Great Walks of Australia
Lace up your hiking boots: on the Great Walks of Australia, you’ll trace breathtaking trails
that will lead you through spectacular landscapes… and back to yourself.
You really can’t beat an inspiring trek, spread
over several days, through some of Australia’s
iconic scenery. From the untamed Tasmanian
wilderness to spectacular coastal scenery in
Western Australia and Victoria, and from the
red dirt of the Northern Territory and South
Australian outback to a dazzling island getaway
off the coast of New South Wales, get ready to be
immersed in nature, culture, and multiple layers
of history.
The best way to learn about the places you are
walking through is with a knowledgeable guide.
They can share their expertise and experience,
and they can share their passion for what they
do. As you walk alongside them, they might tell
tales of shipwrecks and escaped convicts. They
could explain complex geology and give insights
into Aboriginal culture. They might tell you about
dinosaurs and rescued whales, as well as unusual
plants and rare marsupials. They will laugh with
you, eat dinner with you, and act as the glue that
bonds the group together.
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Guides on the hikes that make up the Great Walks
of Australia collective have many years of guiding
experience, each with intriguing interests and
exciting insights to share with you. And, as you
get to know them, they will get to know more
about you as well.
Many of those who have completed one of these
hikes talk about the like-minded people they
find themselves travelling with. But it’s not just
your fellow visitors that might become longterm friends – you could easily end up having an
enduring friendship with your guide, too.
Because they simply love what they do for a
living, and are so familiar with the areas you are
walking through together, they can help create
an experience that you’ll remember long after
your thigh muscles have recovered.
So, get ready to meet some of the best guides
in Australia.

More info
For more information on any of these
experiences, including famil opportunities,
high-res imagery or to arrange interviews,
reach out to:
Liz O’Rourke
Executive Officer
Great Walks of Australia
liz@greatwalksofaustralia.com.au
greatwalksofaustralia.com.au

Great walks of australia

Darwin

Cairns
Broome

New South Wales

Tasmania

1. Jessica Thomas
Seven Peaks Walk, Lord Howe Island

6. Danielle Grew
Bay of Fires Lodge Walk

Northern Territory

7. Emily Pearce
Cradle Mountain Huts Walk

2. Alice Homan
Classic Larapinta Trek in Comfort
Hamilton Island
Alice Springs

Exmouth

Queensland
3. Scott Roberts
Scenic Rim Trail

2

Ayers Rock (Uluru)

South Australia
4. Heather McNaughton
Murray River Walk
3

Brisbane
Gold Coast
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Lord Howe Island
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Sydney
Canberra

11

Melbourne

7

6
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9. Georgia Currant
The Maria Island Walk
10. Josh Wood
Three Capes Lodge Walk

Victoria
11. Darlene Parker
Twelve Apostles Lodge Walk

Western Australia
12. Elise Parker
Margaret River Cape to Cape Walk

5

Perth

5. Charlie Eager
The Arkaba Walk

8. Luke Brokensha
Freycinet Experience Walk

10

1

Jessica Thomas
Seven Peaks Walk
New South Wales

Jessica Thomas is lucky enough to live on World
Heritage-listed Lord Howe Island, a two-hour flight from
Sydney. She works as a guide for Pinetrees Lodge and
takes guests on hikes to the top of seven of the island’s
peaks, returning to the lodge each night.
Jessica has guided for companies in nine different
countries – including New Zealand, Nepal, Tibet and
different parts of South America and South-East Asia –
before she arrived on Lord Howe Island. Settling down
might sound difficult for a person like Jessica – someone
who has also ridden a bicycle through 32 countries –
but there’s a lot to keep her interested on the island,
including about 200 types of bird and the hundreds of
fish species that live among the corals.

Natural Beauty

As well as hikes through palm-filled rainforest, guests
on the five-day Seven Peaks Walk stop at snorkelling
spots and there are plenty of opportunities to watch
the brilliant sunsets. “You also get to look at the island
from lots of different angles by climbing up to different
vantage points,” she says.
The natural environment plays a large part in Jessica’s
storytelling, which includes the re-discovery of the
largest stick insect in the world. It was declared extinct
in 1986. Then, in 2001, it was found on a volcanic rock
stack out to sea, and a large breeding program began.
Jessica’s enthusiasm for Lord Howe Island’s history
brings memories of early settlers back to life.

“As a guide you have a really transient lifestyle, which
is fun until you get to the point when you’d really love
to just slow down – and Lord Howe is a perfect place to
slow down.”
Contact Information:
info@pinetrees.com.au
pinetrees.com.au
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Alice homan

Classic Larapinta Trek in Comfort
Northern Territory
Alice Homan is a long way from home when she takes
guests on the challenging six-day Classic Larapinta Trek
in Comfort through the Central Australian outback.
“I was brought up in the relatively cool and green
surrounds of Launceston, in Tasmania,” she says. “But
on the Larapinta Trail it’s endless blue skies, and it’s
pretty exciting when you get clouds. The ridge lines are
very, very red. The rocks are sharp and jagged. There are
a number of gorges and waterfalls. And you see lots of
kites, eagles and finches. There are wallabies, too.”
Alice says that the scenery surprises most people. “A lot
of them are blown away by how many ridge lines and
how many hills and how many highlands there are,” she
says. “It’s a common misconception of Central Australia

Natural Beauty

Wildlife

that it’s all flat and sandy, whereas the Larapinta Trail
follows a mountain range.” The trek can be hard at
times, but Alice takes your mind off things with stories
about the land’s traditional owners and early explorers.
Cooking is one of Alice’s hobbies, and she helps prepare
three-course dinners for her guests on the trail. You
might start with a plate of different Australian cheeses,
followed by a lamb roast cooked on the coals and finally
a cake baked in a camp oven over the flames. Then it’s
time for bed, on a comfortable mattress in a tent.
Despite being relatively young, Alice is one of
Australia’s most experienced outback guides.

“You meet lots of like-minded people. You generally have very happy,
excited people. It’s really cool being a part of people’s first experiences
in the outback.”
Contact Information:
enquiries@australianwalkingholidays.com.au
australianwalkingholidays.com.au/LAR
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Scott Roberts
Scenic Rim Trail
Queensland

Natural Beauty

Scott Roberts has had a few unusual jobs in his time,
including taking a puma for a walk in Bolivia and
sleeping alongside it in a hammock. He has also looked
after young capuchin monkeys in the Amazon and
orphaned black bear cubs in Canada. He sometimes
tells people about his travelling adventures while on the
luxury five-day Scenic Rim Trail.
“I started off as a primary school teacher and then
spent 16 years travelling overseas, a bit of work and
travel, then a bit of work and travel again,” he says. “As I
went on, I started to have more environmental travelling
trips.”

Wildlife
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Scott likes the variety you come across on the walk
he now leads, which includes trekking up the rim of
an ancient volcano. “I take guests on a journey up its
western slope. As we go up, you get to see the changes
in the rock colour, formation, texture and hardness, and
all these beautiful changes in the flora.”
Along the way, he might talk about evolution, and the
splitting and reforming of continents, and the types
of plants and spiders that have existed in these World
Heritage-listed rainforests for millions of years. And,
at the top of the volcano, he asks you to imagine the
rainforests crisscrossed with “Indigenous highways”,
used by Aboriginal people for thousands of years.

“I really bond with the guests and, if they show an interest in
me and the environment, I tell them about my travels. It’s an
amazing part of my life.”
Contact Information:
info@spicersretreats.com
spicersretreats.com

Adventure

Heather McNaughton
Murray River Walk
South Australia

Natural Beauty

Heather McNaughton knows a lot about the
Murray River because she spent 10 years living on a
243,000-hectare (600,000-acre) farm that ran right up
to the riverbank, with about 10,000 sheep as friends.
Eventually, her father-in-law sold the property to an
organisation that preserves and improves important
ecosystems. Today, it’s an important nature reserve.
“I’m really, really passionate about this area,” says
Heather. “I love informing other people about how
the land was used in the past, and talking about the
Aboriginal rangers that are now being trained on the
land that we used to live on.”
In a lovely turn of events, part of the four-day Murray
River Walk runs through the property that was once
Heather’s home.

Contact Information:
info@murrayriverwalk.com.au
murrayriverwalk.com.au
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She shows guests ancient Aboriginal campfires and
‘scar trees’, from which Indigenous Australians removed
the bark to make canoes. “Sometimes we don’t follow
a path,” says Heather, “we just follow kangaroo tracks
along the river.”
When guests aren’t spotting koalas and echidnas, they
are cruising past pelicans on a small river vessel before
returning to a luxurious houseboat.
Heather used to be a lecturer and she uses her teaching
skills to tell tales about the river. One of her favourite
stories involves Charles Sturt and his crew, who in
1830 became the first Europeans to row the length
of the Murray River. Described as the life blood of
inland Australia, the Murray River is 2508-kilometres
(1558-miles) long – which makes it the country’s
longest river.

“I love guiding because I love talking! I also love
to encourage people to learn new things.”

Charlie eager
The Arkaba Walk
South Australia

Natural Beauty

Charlie Eager is a passionate field guide who has spent
about a decade guiding in some of the wildest parts
of Australia. His adventures have included swimming
with whale sharks in Western Australia and looking for
crocodiles in the flood plains of the Northern Territory.
These days he takes guests out into the ancient rocky
landscape of South Australia’s Flinders Ranges on a
four-day trekking route called The Arkaba Walk.
To the untrained eye, “this environment can look quite
harsh, but there is a huge amount of diversity here”,
says Charlie. “We come across three different kangaroo
species, rock wallabies, emus and lots of different types
of lizards, insects, birds and plants.

Wildlife

Adventure
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What makes this walk unique is seeing how all these
things have evolved and flourished in a challenging
semi-arid environment.”
The story out here is about environmental recovery
and conservation. The Arkaba Walk runs through a
giant former sheep station that was destocked to
encourage the return of native wildlife. “There’s a lot
more vegetation now and we see new bird species every
year,” he says. “And this is tied into the amount of
insects that are now on the ground.”
Charlie is actively involved in restoring ecological
balance to the property. As a result, he’s seen lots of
native animals return, including small mammals that
were once extinct in the local area.

“I try to make sense of the interrelationships between plants and
geology, and animals and nature, and us humans, by providing an
immersive experience. It’s not just about ticking the boxes, like seeing
a kangaroo or seeing a bird.”
Contact Information:
arkabawalk@wildbushluxury.com
arkabawalk.com

Wellness

Danielle Grew

Bay of Fires Lodge Walk
Tasmania

Natural Beauty

Danielle Grew spent a decade working in cafes and as
a pastry chef in a bakery, before she turned to guiding.
Her cooking skills come in handy when she’s preparing
dinner for trekkers on the four-day Bay of Fires
Lodge Walk.
“It was really good to have that experience,” she says,
“but it was all indoors, and when I found myself working
for the Tasmanian Walking Company, I got to grill
Tasmanian salmon in a little standing camp nestled in
the sand dunes.”
Before earning her living as a guide, she also studied
outdoor recreation. She had no idea that the course
would involve climbing and abseiling. “I’m very scared
of heights so that was a massive challenge for me,”
says Danielle. “Now I love climbing.
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It’s out of my comfort zone. But at the end of the day
I surprise myself, and it’s a big achievement.”
Walk with Danielle and you learn about rare wading
birds, shark eggs, the fascinating life of cuttlefish and
how Captain Tobias Furneaux noticed the campfires
made by Aboriginal people on the beaches in 1773.
He named the area the Bay of Fires in response.
“The water is so clear here, and the bays and coves are
so beautiful and so secluded and pristine,” she says.
“It can also be raw and rugged. It really feels like you
are in the middle of nature.”

“I like doing things that I didn’t think I could do … but
I also love being able to give people the hospitality
experience while being immersed in nature.”
Contact Information:
bookings@taswalkingco.com.au
taswalkingco.com.au

Wildlife

Emily Pearce

Cradle Mountain Huts Walk
Tasmania

Natural Beauty

Emily Pearce is such a keen walker that in 2018 she
hiked from Mexico to Canada on the Pacific Crest Trail.
The year before, she spent several months walking in
Europe: the length of Southern Germany, half of Austria,
around Mont Blanc and through the Dolomite Mountains
in Italy.

When asked why she likes walking so much, Emily talks
about the guests she travels with. “People are out of
their comfort zone, and doing something that they’ve
probably never done before. They open up, and you
often have the best conversations of your life on the
track.”

Trekking in Europe, in particular, made her really
appreciate walking in Tasmania’s wilderness, she says.
“Over there, you couldn’t really get away from people
and human development. For six days on the Cradle
Mountain Huts Walk, it’s mountains and rainforests,
and eucalyptus bush and button-grass plains. You rarely
see anyone.”

The cultural practices of Tasmanian Aboriginal people
feature a lot in what she talks about, because they’ve
shaped much of the landscape. “Through a process
called firestick farming, they would burn the buttongrass plains so the plants created new shoots that
would attract the native animals,” she explains.
“This meant they could hunt easily in the area
we walk through.”

“Until I started walking, I didn’t have a really strong
sense of place and belonging, but now I have a very,
very strong connection to the Tasmanian wilderness.”
Contact Information:
bookings@taswalkingco.com.au
taswalkingco.com.au
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Luke Brokensha

Freycinet Experience Walk
Tasmania
Luke Brokensha believes being in nature is a healing
experience. He studied marine biology and has recently
been involved in ‘wilderness therapy’ in the wilds
of Canada.
“It’s basically using experiences in nature to help build
character,” he explains. “You take people away from the
systems and the processes that affect them negatively,
and make them see that when they are removed from
all those things they are actually good people and they
have good values. And that’s best done in nature,
where people are taken out of their comfort zone.”

Natural Beauty

Getting out into nature is what the four-day Freycinet
Experience Walk is all about. While strolling on sugarwhite beaches lined with sculptured boulders stained
with bright orange lichen, Luke points out mounds of
seashells that are the remains of meals eaten by local
Aboriginal people over thousands of years.
He also tells stories about European explorers who
sailed the coastline, and he alerts you to rare birds,
plants that grow nowhere else and dolphins and whales
passing by the coast. “There was a beached dolphin
on one of our tours, and after about 45 minutes we
managed to drag it back into the water and guide it
back out to sea,” he says. “It was pretty incredible.”

“I really loved the natural side of things while I was
studying marine biology, but I didn’t want to be stuck
in a lab. Through guiding, I’ve found a passion for
teaching and sharing knowledge.”
Contact Information:
walk@freycinet.com.au
freycinet.com.au
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George Currant
Maria Island Walk
Tasmania

Natural Beauty
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Georgia Currant has tourism in her blood – her father
developed and operated some of Tasmania’s iconic
hotels, lodges and wilderness retreats. After working
in hospitality herself, Georgia is now a guide on World
Heritage site Maria Island, located off Tasmania’s
east coast.

For Georgia, one of the highlights of the four days it
takes to complete The Maria Island Walk is Riedle Bay
and its pretty beach. “I’ve seen it in so many different
lights, including when it’s incredibly rugged and wild. I
love getting guests excited about wild weather, because
you see a completely different side of the island.”

As well as getting a walking workout, Georgia likes to
exercise her brain. She is studying psychological science
at university, and she has recently graduated from a
leadership and facilitation course. “I’m really interested
in leadership development and effective leadership
and that sort of ties in with the psychological side
of things as well,” she says. “I get to talk with guests
about the research about the benefits of walking in the
wilderness, which gives extra meaning to what
they are doing.”

As she walks, she explains the changing geology and
tells stories about the first European settlers and
convicts, as well as Aboriginal people who were there
before everyone else. “It’s like a mini Tasmania on one
island,” she says. “It’s a really small, condensed place
that’s experienced so much.”

“We have all these screens and technology, and that’s
not a bad thing, but I’m interested in coming back to
ourselves and coming back to nature.”
Contact Information:
bookings@mariaislandwalk.com.au
mariaislandwalk.com.au

Wildlife

Josh Wood

Three Capes Lodge Walk
Tasmania
Josh Wood is a fitness coach and wilderness guide.
He says his goal is to help people “find their passion
for getting active”. Josh has competed in boxing,
powerlifting and jujitsu. He is also a lead guide on the
four-day Three Capes Lodge Walk through the Tasman
National Park.
You might wonder where his accent comes from. Well,
Josh grew up in Minnesota, in the United States. He met
his Australian wife while backpacking in Scotland, and
they now live in Tasmania.
Trekking is a big part of Josh’s life. He recently returned
from a five-week walk in the Himalayas, but he says the
Three Capes Lodge Walk is one of his favourite treks.

Natural Beauty

“The track’s biggest claim to fame is that you’re
walking along the highest sea cliffs in the Southern
Hemisphere,” he says. “But for me, the most special
place along the way is a hidden rainforest with
towering tree ferns. It’s a little piece of Gondwana,
the supercontinent that existed before Australia
was created.”
As he guides you along a track cut out of forested
ridges and hills, high above the ocean, he tells stories
of escaped convicts. Among them was Billy Hunt, who
hopped away into the bush wearing a kangaroo skin. He
surrendered after a soldier decided to use the kangaroo
as target practice.
The benefit of having Josh as your guide is that his
excitement about living in Tasmania will set your
heart racing.

“The storytelling is the most important thing I do on the
trek. I build the stories about the land and water, and
I get to watch people experience the amazing scenery
for the first time.”
Contact Information:
bookings@taswalkingco.com.au
taswalkingco.com.au
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Darlene Parker

Twelve Apostles Lodge Walk
Victoria

Natural Beauty

Guide Darlene Parker says the four-day Twelve Apostles
Lodge Walk is a story in itself, which culminates in the
craggy Twelve Apostles limestone-rock stacks that are
continually battered by waves.
She tries to “immerse her guests into the landscape”
as soon as she meets them, by telling tales about
the ancient Aboriginal walking trails that ran across
the rugged coastline. From then on, there are stories
about shipwrecks, lighthouse keepers and the cave that
revealed dozens of dinosaur bones.

Wildlife
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Before she became a guide, Darlene spent nine years
out at sea, working on cruise ships. “I really loved it,”
she says, “travelling the world, meeting so many people,
but now I love being outdoors in nature. I think it was
because of all those years in a confined space.”
Darlene completed an intensive environmental training
course in South Africa, where she learnt many of the
skills that she uses on the Twelve Apostles Lodge Walk.
“I was taught in the classroom and on safari about
interpreting things as you see them,” she says, “and not
just to talk about something during structured stops
on a walk.” You won’t come across elephants and lions
on your trek – but whatever you see, hear, smell or feel,
Darlene will be there to explain it.

“I love shipwreck stories because they have a lot of character about them, especially
if they involve alcohol. One of them is the story of the Joanna, which was shipwrecked
in 1843. A group sent to salvage the ship’s large store of cherry brandy spent a month
getting drunk and having a party.”
Contact Information:
bookings@australianwalkingcompany.com.au
auswalkingco.com.au
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Elise Parker

Margaret River Cape to Cape Walk
Western Australia
Elise Parker enjoys guiding because “it’s a lovely
contrast” to her other role, as a registered nurse. When
she’s not leading the four-day Margaret River Cape to
Cape Walk, Elise works in the rural community around
the wine-growing region of Margaret River, looking after
elderly farmers and other locals.
“A lot of them are long-term residents who know my
family from the 1960s onwards,” she says. “So I get
their stories, which I then get to bring to the work I do
on the walk, and then I get to take my walking stories
back to those people, who are often housebound.”
Chats with Elise are sure to be varied because she also
volunteers at a local charity shop, bakes treats for a
Men’s Shed (where local men meet to pass on skills and
have a chat), and takes part in a Christmas motorcycle
toy run for kids in need.

Natural Beauty

“The walk itself is very special, because it’s so varied,”
she says. “We’ve got huge sea views, limestone cliffs,
caves, beach walking, tracks through beautiful forest,
pods of dolphins, whales migrating with their babies,
incredible spring flowers, and plants found nowhere
else.” One of the most unusual creatures you might see
while walking is a quenda. It’s a brown marsupial about
the size of a rabbit, with a long, pointed nose.
Elise has lived in the area since she was young, and she
still loves what she describes as her “backyard”. This
makes her the perfect person to share stories about the
Margaret River region of Western Australia.

“It’s a really special little part of the world, and it’s a real privilege to
be able to show guests around and share my passion with them about
where I live and where I’ve grown up.”
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Up close
and personal

Meet the storytellers from Luxury Lodges of Australia
Experience genuine privilege of place in Australia’s remote landscapes,
accompanied by the people who know them best.
Enwreathed in some of the continent’s most
astounding landscapes, Australia’s luxury lodges
offer truly remarkable experiences of place.
Remote tented camps, exclusive countryside
retreats, remarkable locations atop cliffs or
edged by ocean: united by difference, each
property offers unique insight and experience of
Australia’s most awe-inspiring landscapes.
But it’s the people based at each of these
locations who make these stays so extraordinary.
Passionate and knowledgeable custodians,
these are the individuals who’ll share their local
knowledge and secrets with you, engineering
uncommon adventures that showcase the very
best of what Australia has to offer along the way.
Lodge managers craft personalised experiences
based around your interests. Chefs introduce
you to new ingredients and flavours, some not
found anywhere else on Earth. And well-informed
guides explain how Australia’s unique wildlife
adapts to its diverse and dramatic environments,
while offering profound insights into our ancient
landscapes and indigenous culture.
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You’ll also discover how these remote
environments – locations like the Great Barrier
Reef, the Red Centre, the rugged Kimberley,
Lord Howe Island, Tasmania, the Barossa Valley
wine region, the Outback, Kangaroo Island and
the Daintree Rainforest – are sustained through
active conservation programs, a profound respect
for local culture, and the delivery of economic
benefits for local community.
Meet a few of these individuals, and discover
they are the glue that binds the Luxury Lodges
of Australia to their remote and remarkable
locations.

More info
For more information on any of these
experiences, including famil opportunities,
high-res imagery or to arrange interviews,
reach out to:
Penny Rafferty
Executive Officer
Luxury Lodges of Australia
penny@luxurylodgesofaustralia.com.au
luxurylodgesofaustralia.com.au

3

Luxury lodges of australia

Darwin

9
8
5

Cairns
Broome

New South Wales

South Australia

1. Libby Grant
Capella Lodge

6. Jim Carreker
The Louise

2. Simone Brooks
Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley

Tasmania

Northern Territory
3. Andrew ‘Macka’ McEwen
Bamurru Plains

Hamilton Island
Alice Springs

Exmouth

Ayers Rock (Uluru)

4. Louise Lanyon
Longitude 131°

4

Queensland
5. Mark Godbeer
Silky Oaks Lodge
Brisbane
Gold Coast

Perth

2

6

Sydney

Adelaide

Canberra

Melbourne

Hobart
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7

Lord Howe Island

1

7. Mick Quilliam
Saffire Freycinet

Western Australia
8. Vincent ‘Vinnie’ Antony
El Questro Homestead
9. Rhys Badcock
True North

Libby Grant

Capella Lodge
Lord Howe Island, New South Wales

Food & Drink

Natural Beauty

Wildlife

Adventure
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Libby Grant’s passion for the marine world saw her
work her way around the Great Barrier Reef – first as
divemaster on Heron Island, then food-and-beverage
manager on Dunk Island and finally assistant manager
at Lizard Island – before moving to World Heritage-listed
Lord Howe Island, with her engineer husband Mark,
to manage Capella Lodge.

Libby believes that much of the appeal of Lord Howe
revolves around its slower pace of life. Just 400 visitors
are allowed on the island at a time. The most common
mode of transport here is bicycle, nobody locks their
doors and the locals have decided not to permit any
mobile phone towers to be built – which means there’s
a blessed lack of phone reception here.

“I first came here in 1988 to assist a National
Geographic underwater photographer and we’ve now
been managing Capella Lodge for 15 years,” says Libby.
“I’ll never get bored with the beauty of the volcanic
mountains and I love that it has the world’s most
southerly coral reef, which compares really well
with the Great Barrier Reef.”

“Since Capella is only a nine-room property, it feels like
I’ve invited guests to my house,” she says. “I organise
local guides and experiences to suit each guest’s
interests and personality; there’s something here for
everyone. You can stroll from the hotel to the base of
Mt Lidgbird or take a guided climb up Mt Gower, one of
the world’s great day hikes. You can snorkel above coral
right off the beach or go scuba diving off spectacular
Ball’s Pyramid.”

“Lord Howe Island is nature personified. It’s so beautiful and
there are lots of adventures but it’s also important to spend time
doing nothing at all. Take time out and sit under a tree with a
book and look out to sea.”
Contact Information:
reserve@baillielodges.com.au
capellalodge.com.au

Sustainability

Simone brooks

Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley
New South Wales
Former professional horsewoman Simone Brooks has
always been a nature-lover. For a one-time student in
environmental education, her role as Activities and
Conservation Manager at the world’s first carbonneutral resort and leader in sustainable tourism a
natural fit.
“This is the quintessential Australian bush,” she says.
“There’s the imposing sandstone escarpment, the space
and the completely different soundscape. And guests
can’t believe how close they get to the wildlife. There
are often grazing kangaroos to walk past, on the way to
the main lodge. We’re so proud to have played a role in
returning a former cattle property to native bush.”

Natural Beauty

Wildlife

During almost 10 years in the job, Simone has
introduced a wide range of activities for guests
including hikes, horserides and safaris, as well as
mountain biking, birdwatching and stargazing. Guests
have the rare opportunity to work alongside Simone
and other guides on bush regeneration, wildlife surveys,
tree planting and seed collection.
“It’s not just what we do but how we do it,” she says.
“Our guides really focus on wildlife interpretation.
For instance, during a nocturnal spotlighting tour, male
kangaroos might be sparring after rain. The guides will
explain that the rain triggers breeding, when fresh feed
is around; the sparring is a means of determining which
animal is the alpha male.”

“My overriding passion is to inspire a deeper sense of connection with
the environment. It’s important to immerse both adults and children in
nature, which is exactly what we do here. Once people have developed a
love and connection with the natural world, then they become stewards.”
Contact Information:
reservations@oneandonlywolganvalley.com
oneandonlywolganvalley.com
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ANDREW “MACKA” MCEWEN
Bamurru Plains
Northern Territory

Food & Drink Natural Beauty

Andrew McEwen, or Macka as he’s more commonly
known, first came to the Northern Territory to work on
a cattle property. After falling in love with barramundi
fishing, he went on to run his own fishing camp in the
nearby Kimberley for 17 years. Today, his love of the
region and his fishing expertise have been put to good
use in his role as manager of Bamurru Plains safari
lodge on the Mary River floodplain (adjacent to Kakadu
National Park).

Wildlife
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“My role is all about opening up this landscape to
visitors on our safaris,” he says. “My passion is to
take people into the wild, to not only show them how
beautiful it is but also to peel back the layers and make
connections. In the process, I can hopefully generate
more environmental awareness and show how we all
have a role to play in preservation.”

According to Macka, there is nothing like Bamurru Plains
in Australia. Perched on the edge of a vast floodplain,
the lodge offers uninterrupted views of lily-pad wetlands
teeming with wildlife. It’s an immersive experience for
guests as they sleep in luxury safari bungalows.

“I love the opportunity to paint a picture of how the ‘boom and bust’ wet season works,
how the wetlands and tidal environments are so interconnected, and how they impact
the freshwater billabongs and the surrounding savannah. This vast expanse across
the north of the Northern Territory is so rich and productive because these
ecosystems are so robust.”
Contact Information:
bamurru@wildbushluxury.com
bamurruplains.com
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Louise lanyon
Longitude 131°
Northern Territory

Louise Lanyon has always lived and worked in remote
parts of Australia. She met her husband, Ben, on
Dunk Island on the Great Barrier Reef and the two
of them have worked together in some of Australia’s
most gorgeous places. After helping open Southern
Ocean Lodge on Kangaroo Island, they now manage
Longitude 131°, a luxury safari-style lodge overlooking
World Heritage-listed Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park in
Australia’s Red Centre.
“Staying at Longitude 131°, with its dress-circle
view of Uluru (or Ayers Rock),, is really an immersive
experience,” says Louise. “From our guided walks around
Uluru to the sundowner drinks at a waterhole and open-

Culture

Food & Drink Natural Beauty

air bush-food-inspired dining experience, complete with
Dreamtime stories and stargazing, we seek to interpret
the world’s oldest living culture in one of the oldest
landscapes on earth.”
Louise is particularly excited about Longitude’s
partnership with Ernabella Arts, a remote Indigenous
arts centre. “We finance their ceramics kilns, showcase
artwork and sponsor an artist-in-residence program at
the lodge,” she says. “I can even arrange for guests to
fly out to Ernabella for a personal connection with the
artists. We’re proud to help economically empower such
a remote community, whose work we have now sold to
guests from around the world.”

“I like to make guests feel like a trusted friend is helping them
understand the rhythms and culture of perhaps the most iconic place in
Australia. Indigenous artwork is on display throughout Longitude 131°,
bush foods are seamlessly integrated into the dining experience,
and the day spa incorporates local indigenous healing products.”
Contact Information:
reserve@baillielodges.com.au
longitude131.com.au
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Mark Godbeer
Silky Oaks Lodge
Queensland

Food & Drink Natural Beauty

After training in a Michelin-starred restaurant in
England, and years spent travelling the world as a chef
on luxury yachts and at Uluru’s Longitude 131°, South
African-born Mark Godbeer fell in love with Tropical
North Queensland. Today, the Executive Chef of Silky
Oaks Lodge channels the resourcefulness he developed
cooking in remote locations into delivering guests
a dining experience that’s as extraordinary as the
environment it is created in.
Mark is a self-described “mad scientist”, with a
reputation for experimental use of native Australian
ingredients (many of which his guests have never
tasted before).

Contact Information:
reservations@silkyoaks.com.au
silkyoakslodge.com.au
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Fostering strong ties with surrounding communities,
Mark makes use of local produce: a remarkable Mt Uncle
gin from the nearby Atherton Tablelands, for example,
stars in a beetroot and gin-cured salmon, which is
paired with salmon caviar, yuzu gel and coconut aioli.
Mark’s passion for sharing these native flavours extends
beyond the kitchen. His next project, he says, is an
ambitious kitchen garden, where guests can familiarise
themselves with uniquely Australian flavours such as
Davidson’s plums and lemon myrtle, and see tropical
ingredients such as vanilla, cocoa beans, papaya and
finger limes grown at the source.

“I love the lushness here. Even driving the Captain Cook Highway, with
the sheer mountains on one side and the multi-hued blue ocean on
the other, is incredible. Then you get to Silky Oaks Lodge, immersed
in the rainforest beside the Mossman River, right next to the Daintree
World Heritage Wilderness Area. There’s such an overload of beauty it all
inspires me to cook something magical.”

Jim Carreker
The Louise
South Australia

American-Australian Jim Carreker enjoyed a 30-year
career in engineering and software development in
the United States before changing course to become
a hotelier with his interior-designer wife, Helen. After
spending 10 years looking at wine regions around the
world, they decided upon South Australia’s Barossa
Valley, where they established gourmet luxury lodge
The Louise. Their vision was to create a ‘restaurant with
rooms’. But no ordinary restaurant, and no ordinary
rooms. A Luxury, culinary, retreat.
Jim is justly proud of the lodge’s spacious guest suites
and its restaurant, Appellation, which offers fine and
seasonally diverse menus devised around the Barossa’s
exceptional produce, and wines.

Culture

Jim says, “What really wows international visitors,
and showcases Australia as an exceptional wine and
food destination, are the bespoke gourmet adventures
we have curated. We nurture lots of insider contacts
so our guests can go behind the scenes to meet the
winemakers, food producers and chefs and really delve
into the essence of Australia’s most iconic wine region.”
On a private tour of one of the Barossa’s finest wineries,
for instance, guests are driven to five sites within the
vineyard to taste the wines in situ so they can both see
and savour the impact of different terroirs.

“We offer an exceptional luxury lodge in one of the finest winemaking
regions in the world. As such, we’ve become a popular starting point for
visitors to get over jetlag and relax with memorable food and wine, and
even have breakfast with the kangaroos, in a beautiful peaceful locale.”
Contact Information:
stay@thelouise.com.au
thelouise.com.au
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Mick Quilliam
Saffire Freycinet
Tasmania

Culture

Tasmanian Aboriginal artist and tour guide Mick
Quilliam offers a fascinating Connection to Country tour
from luxury lodge Saffire Freycinet on the stunning east
coast of Tasmania.
Growing up in Hobart, Mick was lucky enough to have a
grandfather who taught him about the bush. After his
grandfather died, Mick “went off the rails” and found
himself in jail – and that’s when he began to connect
more deeply with his heritage.
“I started painting, and that helped connect me to my
culture,” says Mick. “Now, through my tours at Saffire
Freycinet, I have another powerful way to explain the
importance of my connection to the land as a Palawa
man, respecting the past and moving forward.”

Natural Beauty

Wildlife

Adventure
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After connecting with his Tasmanian Aboriginal
heritage, Mick did extensive historical research which
informs and enlivens his two-hour Connection to
Country walking tour. He explains to guests how his
ancestors made string from bulrushes and rope from
bark, how they built canoes and made fish traps and
timber traps for ducks. And he shows them which plants
are edible and which were used for soap, tea and insect
repellent. He also tells stories about how Aboriginal
Australians grew their own special wheat that only
needed rain once a year and how they kept warm with
hats and cloaks made from possum fur.
“Tasmanian Aboriginals certainly weren’t running
around naked all the time, which is the popular
misconception. It was too cold,” he says, laughing.

“I am passionate about showing people what our traditional Tasmanian
Aboriginal life was like and how sophisticated our culture was. It’s all
about passing on that message and sharing the story of us. That’s also
why I started painting – to tell our stories.”
Contact Information:
stay@saffire-freycinet.com.au
saffire-freycinet.com.au

Sustainability

Vincent “Vinnie” Antony
El Questro Homestead
Western Australia

Culture

Vincent Antony (or Vinnie, as he prefers to be known)
is something of an Aussie Renaissance man. The
surfer and boat coxswain, wildlife photographer
and horticulturalist, who is also well schooled in the
intricacies of Indigenous culture, offers fascinating
private guided tours at El Questro, a vast wilderness
property in the remote Kimberley region.
Vinnie loves to take guests on the four-hour Bush
Culture, History and Nature tour, which intermingles
geology, Indigenous culture and plant identification
and use. “I’m fascinated by Aboriginal tool-making
technology and I love to tell guests about the pressureflaked Kimberley spear points found nowhere else
in Australia.

Contact Information:
Luxury-AUS@delawarenorth.com
elquestro.com.au/the-homestead
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In the process I can link rock types with what was made
in certain areas and how different tools were traded
across the country,” he says.
“I find this sort of cultural bridging particularly
interesting because it opens up meaningful discussions
with guests. I love to explain how intricate and
sophisticated the oldest living culture on earth is,
and has been. Here, I can actually show guests why
the Aboriginal Kimberley culture was the most
refined of all.”

“What is exceptional about the landscape at El Questro is that
it is 1.8 billion years old. There are no fossils because the rocks
predate animal life. There’s also such a range and diversity of
environments, from savannah grasslands to escarpments to
hidden red-rock gorges. Guests don’t realise how much water
there is until I take them to discover the beautiful springs
surrounded by palm trees in the gorges.”

Rhys badcock

True North Adventure Cruises

Culture

Food & Drink Natural Beauty

As Head Chef on luxury expedition cruise ship True
North, Rhys Badcock can’t think of a better place in the
world to cook. The 2013 winner of Masterchef Australia:
The Professionals has worked in many traditional finedining restaurants but says nothing compares to the
flexibility of being able to cook “whatever I want”,
often using ingredients pulled straight from the
ocean for the enjoyment of the 36 guests on board.
“When we are cruising the remote Kimberley region, our
guests will go fishing and bring back all sorts of treats:
barramundi, golden snapper, fingermark bream, Spanish
mackerel, mud crabs. We sometimes even find cherabin,
which are giant freshwater shrimp.

Contact Information:
cruise@truenorth.com.au
truenorth.com.au
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I have the delight of creating dishes that showcase
just how spectacular the seafood is,” he says.
Rhys also loves True North’s expedition cruise along
the South Australian coastline, for similar reasons.
“I can source some of Australia’s finest oysters,
tuna and whiting when we cruise the remote
Eyre Peninsula,” he says.
The small cruise ship also has a ring-side seat in
Sydney Harbour for the city’s legendary New Year’s
Eve fireworks each year. You can be sure that Rhys
creates a spectacular meal to celebrate the occasion.

“One of the highlights of working on a ship that cruises pristine waters
around Australia is that I’m able to work with an incredible variety of
just-caught seafood. Sometimes I might even catch it myself. It goes
straight on ice and gets cooked or served sashimi style that night.
It doesn’t get much better than that.”

Up close
and personal

Meet the guides from Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia
The best way to understand Australia’s most highly-awarded wines? By sampling them right at
the source. Reflecting the unique places and people behind them, these special experiences offer
unique insight into Australia’s national identity.
From historic estates in the Hunter Valley just
north of Sydney, to spectacular coastal vineyards
overlooking the Southern Ocean near Adelaide,
all the way to impressive wineries engulfed by
towering forests south of Perth, Australia is a
patchwork of unforgettable wine regions.
The continent’s vastly diverse landscapes, ancient
soils, warm climate and cooler subregions have
proved a paradise for grape growers, with some
of Australia’s most iconic wine regions dating
back over 200 years, when early European
settlers introduced vine cuttings.
Since then, Australian wines have matured and
excelled on the world stage, earning international
acclaim for signature varieties: full-bodied Shiraz
from the Barossa Valley, exceptional Chardonnay
from Margaret River and fine sparkling from
Tasmania’s Tamar Valley among them.
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Today, Australia is the sixth largest wine producer
in the world, bottling over 1000 million litres of
wine every year.
But it’s not the volume of wine that makes
Australia’s wine regions so impressive –
it’s the diversity. With wineries set in locations
as exceptional as the people behind them,
the Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia
collective promises an equally diverse mix of
travel experiences.
Guiding you through some of the country’s
most stunning regions, meet a few of our leading
Australian wine experts as they share their
personal insights, adding even more life to
what’s in your glass.

More info
For more information on any of these
experiences, including famil opportunities,
high-res imagery or to arrange interviews,
reach out to:
Kate Shilling
Executive Officer
Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia
kate.shilling@ultimatewineryexperiences.com.au
ultimatewineryexperiences.com.au

Ultimate winery experiences australia

Darwin

Cairns
Broome

New South Wales

Tasmania

1. James Agnew
Audrey Wilkinson

13. David Milne
Josef Chromy Wines

2. Iain Riggs
Brokenwood

14. Conor Van der Reest
Moorilla

3. Chris Tyrrell
Tyrrell’s

Victoria

Queensland

15. Katherine Brown
Brown Brothers

4. Mike Hayes
Sirromet

16. Leanne De Bortoli
De Bortoli

South Australia

17. Nick Toy
Feathertop Winery

Hamilton Island
Alice Springs

Exmouth

Ayers Rock (Uluru)

5. Chester Osborn
d’Arenberg
4

Brisbane
Gold Coast

6. Melissa Brown
Gemtree Wines
7. Dan Swincer
Jacobs Creek

23

10

Perth

7

24
25

12
3

9

8
6

5

Canberra

11
21

19

17

Melbourne
18

15
16

20

13
14

Hobart
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Sydney

Adelaide
22

2

8. Steph Dutton
Penfolds Magill Estate
9. Nigel Thiele
Seppeltsfield

18. Heidi Williams
Montalto
19. Alfredo Pizzini
Pizzini Wines
20. Roger Lancia
Pt. Leo Estate
21. Hayley Purbrick
Tahbilk

Western Australia

10. Mark McNamara
St Hugo

22. Simone Furlong
Leeuwin Estate

11. Andrew Kay
Wirra Wirra

23. Ryan Sudano
Mandoon Estate

12. Jessica Hill-Smith
Yalumba

24. Virginia Willcock
Vasse Felix
25. Santiago Fernandez
Voyager Estate

James Agnew

Audrey Wilkinson
Hunter Valley, New South Wales
How James Agnew went from being a suited Sydney
lawyer to running a historic, rural winery is quite a
story. On one of many trips to help out at his father’s
thoroughbred stud farm in the Upper Hunter region of
New South Wales, a few hours north of Sydney, James
and his siblings were given a cryptic request. “Dad said,
‘I want you to go somewhere for me. It’s this place called
Audrey Wilkinson. Give me a call when you arrive’.” With
vineyards stretching all around them, they did as he’d
asked. Brian Agnew answered the phone and told them,
“I’m thinking of buying it.”
That was 16 years ago. Despite “knowing nothing about
the wine industry”, the Agnew family has developed a
place where proposals of marriage are frequent, cellar
sessions are coveted and the property’s rich history is
celebrated.

Food & Drink

“It turns out Audrey Wilkinson was a man,” says James.
Audrey took over aged 15, after his father died. He
went on to create new technologies and win revered
awards for his winemaking. The Agnews have reinstated
on-site winemaking for first time since Audrey’s era,
and installed a museum sharing the Wilkinson history,
including a family album they unearthed dated 1902–
1919.
While the Picnic Among the Vines is the lovers’ pick,
the Behind the Scenes Winery Tour is special. Hosted
by James – a qualified wine educator – or the Chief
Winemaker, guests venture into the barrel room for
wine thief tastings (the coveted experience of sampling
wine straight from the barrel, as it’s developing).
“You can hear the fizz of ferment and the smell is this
enveloping, rich, oaky aroma,” says James. “We have a
library of ageing wines, so we dig deep and look at stuff
that we may not even have enough of to sell, but we can
try them on site.”

“As you come up over the hill, everything drops away and sweeps
around you and you get this stunning view with mountains in
the distance. The second we saw it, we knew this place was
something special.”
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Contact Information:
experience@audreywilkinson.com.au
audreywilkinson.com.au

Sustainability

Iain Riggs

Brokenwood Wines
Hunter Valley, New South Wales
“Make great wine and have fun” is the laidback
mission statement of Brokenwood Wines, which Chief
Winemaker and Managing Director Iain Riggs swears by.
Despite being a five-star winery in the Hunter Valley –
Australia’s oldest wine region, situated about two hours’
drive north of Sydney – Brokenwood’s philosophy is far
from straitlaced.
“While wine is our primary product here, we’re also in
the business of selling good food and good times with
good people,” says Iain.
Having grown up around the wine industry in South
Australia, Iain studied winemaking before later joining
Brokenwood in 1982, when it was still a small hobby
winery.
Largely responsible for Brokenwood’s subsequent
transformation – from small-scale operation to
internationally lauded commercial business – it’s Iain’s
handiwork you’ll taste, when you visit the estate. “Our
wines showcase both locally grown grapes, as well as
fruit sourced from other prominent regions, to add more
diversity to the range,” he explains.

Food & Drink

Among Brokenwood’s most highly awarded wines
are the Graveyard Vineyard Shiraz and Cricket Pitch
Sauvignon Blanc Semillon, named after historic plans
from the 1880s to establish a township close to where
Brokenwood now stands.
“Many years ago, town planners were hoping to develop
a local graveyard and a community playing field right
where those particular vineyards were planted. Needless
to say, no town eventuated,” says Iain.
Today you can sample Brokenwood’s excellent array
of wines at the new multimillion-dollar cellar door,
the largest complex in the Hunter. Boasting striking
contemporary design, an expansive outdoor terrace,
private tasting and dining rooms, and a wine museum,
there’s also fine dining at The Wood Restaurant, where
seafood takes centre stage. Look out for fresh wares on
display from the iconic Sydney Fish Market – just add a
Hunter Valley Semillon to complete the meal.

“Australia’s wine industry is still relatively young when you compare
it to parts of Europe, so there’s this very experimental and collegiate
culture here.”
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Contact Information:
sales@brokenwood.com.au
brokenwood.com.au

Sustainability

Chris Tyrrell

Tyrrell’s Wines
Hunter Valley, New South Wales

Food & Drink

The story of Australia’s oldest wine region is interwoven
with that of one of its oldest winemaking dynasties.
The Tyrrell family has been crafting wines in New
South Wales’ Hunter Valley since 1864. “You’d be silly
to not embrace the past and respect it, and I think
that’s something that we do every day,” says Chris
Tyrrell, who represents the family’s fifth generation,
alongside siblings Jane and John. But improving on
that foundation is his main responsibility, he says. “It’s
about being able to hand this business on to the next
generation in a better place than when we got it.”
Chris joined his father Bruce in the winery in 2001, a
year after the death of his larger-than-life grandfather
Murray Tyrrell (an industry pioneer, who introduced
Australians to Chardonnay). It was a symbolic passing
of the baton, but then 18-year-old Chris had no such
nostalgic ideals.

Contact Information:
cellar.door@tyrrells.com.au
tyrrells.com.au
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“I started working here because I wanted some money,”
he laughs. He grew into the winemaking craft, working
alongside colleagues who’d been there since he was
born. “It’s just always been a very natural thing and I
think I’m better for that and a bit more rounded,”
he says.
Chris welcomes Australia’s growing awareness of its
viticultural diversity, with winemakers embracing what
their regional specialties bring to the whole. In the
Hunter that’s Shiraz, Chardonnay and most notably
Semillon, the variety synonymous with the valley.
Since 2004, Tyrrell’s has bottled its most distinguished
expressions – from some of the world’s oldest vineyards
– under the Sacred Sites label. In the spirit of Tyrrell’s,
it’s a legacy Chris sees as his children’s. “The things we
do in the vineyard, the things we do in the winery, those
things will be at their best when my kids are working
here – which is exciting I reckon.”

“We strive for what my grandfather did – continually
look for new ways to make delicious wines that are
accessible for everyone to enjoy. Wines to enjoy
with family and friends.”

Mike Hayes

Sirromet Wines
Mount Cotton, Queensland

Food & Drink

“I just want to make the best goddamn wine on the
planet,” is how Mike Hayes of Queensland’s Sirromet
Wines describes his purpose. The Australian Winemaker
of the Year for 2017 has been working up to that lofty
goal since he was 15 years old. That’s when his farmer
parents took over the management of a vineyard and
he discovered his calling. “I wanted to leave school and
work on the vineyard full time, so my father punished
me by putting me on the chipping hoe, sometimes for
up to 13 hours a day, to encourage me to return to
school. I worked that hoe for eight months,” he says.
The tactic only fortified him, and after more than 40
years in the industry, he’s still doing things his way.

Contact Information:
wines@sirromet.com
sirromet.com
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At Sirromet (pronounced sih-roe-may), found 35
minutes’ drive from Brisbane, Mike is both the Director
of Viticulture and the Chief Winemaker – key roles
usually held by two people. He has forensically studied
grape varieties that have adapted to climate change,
leading him to make distinctive wines with Vermentino,
Lagrein, Montepulciano and Petit Manseng, among
others. In 2019, he also brought out Sirromet’s first
organic and vegan wines. “We’re trying to capture the
personality of the vines and Mother Nature and put it in
a bottle for people to enjoy,” he says.
Bay views, wallaby-filled grounds, bush glamping and
Supa Golf, using oversized clubs and balls, are all part
of the Sirromet experience, but perhaps the highlight
is joining Mike on a grape-picking day in January or
February (bookable online only in those months),
where guests crush grapes and help make wines,
followed by a breakfast banquet.

“We’re into emerging varieties. We don’t call ourselves the best
Shiraz or Chardonnay makers, but we can say that for Nebbiolo,
Fiano or Saperavi. We’re not governed by tradition, so we can let
our hair down.”

Chester Osborn

d’Arenberg
McLaren Vale, South Australia
As a fourth-generation winemaker – his greatgrandfather founded d’Arenberg in 1912 – wine runs in
Chester Osborn’s blood. He spent school holidays picking
grapes at his family’s prestigious McLaren Vale estate,
40 kilometres (25 miles) south of Adelaide. “I think I
earned 30 cents an hour but put more grapes in my
mouth than in the bucket,” he says, laughing.
Chester would go on to study the art of winemaking,
taking over the reins as Chief Winemaker of d’Arenberg
in 1984. In contrast to his signature colourful dress
sense, Chester describes his winemaking style as
traditional, since the sustainable, organic practices
of early winemakers are back in vogue. Chester
produces d’Arenberg’s award-winning wines through
being “respectful of the old vines by using biodynamic
practices and natural pest control”. d’Arenberg is
renowned for its robust reds, which are characterised by
a long palate, fragrant minerality and excellent ageing
– but d’Arenberg’s menu of quirky guest experiences is
arguably as impressive as the wines themselves.

Food & Drink

Chester’s brainchild, the d’Arenberg Cube, is an
architectural feat comprising five levels of tactile
experiences to entice the senses, including a wine
aroma sensory room, a virtual fermenter, a 360-degree
video room and a Salvador Dalí art exhibition. The top
floor is dedicated to an unparalleled tasting room,
where you can take a wine-tasting masterclass, blend
your own wine, or dine at one of the most acclaimed
restaurants in South Australia.
Beyond d’Arenberg Cube, there is an array of behindthe-scenes tours, a new sculpture park and scenic flights
over the vineyards and rugged coastline. Plus, there’s
bar-cum-eatery Polly’s Wine Lounge which serves casual
cheese and charcuterie platters, and the award-winning
d’Arry’s Verandah Restaurant, where you can indulge in
an eight-course food-and-wine degustation featuring
fine local produce.

“I feel I’ve never worked a day in my life; I’m still having
too much fun meeting people and telling stories.”
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Contact Information:
bookings@darenberg.com.au
darenberg.com.au
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Melissa Brown

Gemtree Wines
McLaren Vale, South Australia
Sustainability is at the heart of Melissa Brown’s work
as a third-generation viticulturalist at Gemtree Wines.
Nesting in South Australia’s McLaren Vale, 40 kilometres
south of Adelaide, Gemtree has been impressively
operating as a fully biodynamic and certified organic
winery since 2007 but, as Melissa admits, “It’s the last
place on earth I thought I’d end up.”
After completing a business diploma, followed by a
considerable stint backpacking around the world,
Melissa found herself at a career crossroads. A friend
suggested she return to the family vineyards for a
vintage. “Dad said he’d give me three weeks before I
quit,” Melissa says, laughing.

Food & Drink

Surprising everyone, most of all herself, Melissa fell
in love with grape growing, the outdoor life and the
connection to nature. “I was terrible at science at
school, but it somehow made perfect sense in the
vineyards,” she says.

On Gemtree’s guided tours you can learn all about the
winery’s innovative practices, such as using sheep for
natural weed control, growing native plants to protect
vineyards, and turning grape waste into compost.

Viticulture wasn’t the only thing Melissa fell for. Mike
Brown, then an aspiring young winemaker, later
became Melissa’s husband and is now Gemtree’s Chief
Winemaker and Managing Director.

The Wine and Wander tour also takes in the winery’s
one-kilometre (0.6-mile) eco walking trail, where you’ll
likely see Australian wildlife along the way, such as
koalas and emus. It is followed by a five-course winepaired picnic in a native bush setting.

Since joining the business in 1994, Melissa has been
a driving force in converting Gemtree’s operations
from conventional to being one of Australia’s largest
biodynamic wineries, becoming a market leader
along the way.

Otherwise, Gemtree’s sustainably run tasting room
serves organic gourmet platters which champion
the region’s best produce, including vegan options,
and can be enjoyed out on the sprawling lawns which
are popular with visiting families.

“I get a lot of satisfaction from being able to educate
people about our biodynamic philosophy and the
importance of looking after our local environment.”
Contact Information:
info@gemtreewines.com
gemtreewines.com
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Dan Swincer

Jacob’s Creek
Barossa Valley, South Australia
Every day, over a million glasses of Jacob’s Creek wines
are enjoyed around the world. And the responsibility
for ensuring each one upholds the standard set by the
iconic winery, located in South Australia’s Barossa
Valley, rests with Dan Swincer. “The quality of Jacob’s
Creek comes down to the commitment of people across
the business to deliver the best wines across all price
points,” he says. From the $10 to the $120 mark (and
above), Dan and his team carefully manage each vintage
from block to bottle.
It’s this attention to detail that has fuelled Dan’s notable
career progression since joining the Pernod Ricard
family 14 years ago, firstly from Group Red Winemaker
to Chief Winemaker of revered Australian label St Hugo,
then to Chief Winemaker at Jacob’s Creek. In his current
role, which he’s held since 2018, Dan works with Jacob’s
Creek growers located right across the Australian
continent.

Food & Drink

“I think Australia is blessed with such a diverse
viticultural landscape that there is no one thing that
represents Australian wine and viticulture,” he reflects.
“What we do at Jacob’s Creek is represent a good
portion of that amazing diversity and the desire to
innovate and change.”
Despite the business’ continental reach, however,
the Barossa remains at the heart of the Jacob’s Creek
operations. “Since the first vineyards were planted on
the banks of Jacob’s Creek in 1847, the Barossa has been
the spiritual home of the business,” Dan says. At the
state-of-the-art cellar door, located beside the namesake
creek, guests can partake in a variety of memorable
experiences: taking a masterclass pairing Barossa
Signature wines with a locavore menu, blending their
own drop to take home, or letting the approachable
crew guide them through a tasting. “I want visitors to
take away the perspective of the people and passion
that go into our wines, as well as a sense of our little
place in the Barossa,” Dan says.

“Despite being a global wine brand, Jacob’s Creek has a
great sense of place here in the Barossa, which is such
an important part of the soul of the business.”
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Contact Information:
visitus@jacobscreek.com
jacobscreek.com
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Steph Dutton

Penfolds
Adelaide and Barossa Valley, South Australia

Food & Drink

To fall into wine by accident and end up working at
arguably Australia’s most iconic winery as a senior
winemaker is quite an achievement. But spend some
time with 34-year-old Steph Dutton and it’s easy to see
what Penfolds, maker of the country’s most iconic wine,
Penfolds Grange, sees in her.
“I was working in hospitality on the side while I was
at university. I really loved being surrounded by wine,
serving it and learning from the sommeliers,” she
says. After completing a science degree specialising
in genetics, Steph followed her passion, moving from
metropolitan Melbourne to wine-centric Adelaide,
the capital of South Australia. There, she studied a
Masters of Oenology while sticking to hospitality, at
Penfolds’ lauded Magill Estate Restaurant. “If I hadn’t
worked at the restaurant, I wouldn’t have as deep an
understanding of the brand because every night you’re
opening up wines from the ’60s through to the ’90s

Contact Information:
tamara.tiller@penfolds.com
penfolds.com
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and beyond,” she says. “It means you understand the
Penfolds style across time.” Her passion was noticed
and she was invited to join the wine team for the 2010
vintage. Clearly, it went well because seven years later,
the now mother-of-two was appointed Penfolds’ Senior
Red Winemaker, working with the team on Grange, and
taking special care of the revered St Henri label.
Steph is now based in the Barossa Valley, where the
label’s regional cellar door is. It’s about an hour’s drive
from Adelaide city, where the label’s flagship cellar door
– and that coveted Magill Estate restaurant – sits. Her
hot tip is the Penfolds Magill & Block 42 Barossa VIP
Experience, which tours both properties, focusing on
off-limits barrel rooms, underground tunnels, Grange
Cottage, (the original home of Penfolds’ founders in
Adelaide) and includes a helicopter ride to Block 42,
the oldest Cabernet-producing vineyard in Australia.

“At the cellar door, doing a Taste of Grange tour and
tasting is what it’s all about. Trying the wines in the
setting they were sourced from makes you understand
them that much more.”

Nigel Thiele

Seppeltsfield
Barossa Valley, South Australia

Food & Drink

Nigel Thiele has been surrounded by vineyards since
he was six months old. “My father Tony got a job at a
Barossa Valley winery when I was a baby, so I grew up
on a vineyard,” he says. “It got wine into my veins at a
pretty green age.”
When Nigel finds a good thing, he sticks with it. He’s
been working at Seppeltsfield – named in the World’s
50 Best Vineyards in 2019 and only an hour’s drive
from Adelaide – for more than two decades. Rising from
cellar door assistant to his current position as Brand
Ambassador, he leads most VIP experiences through the
historic winery.
Showing off the winery’s cellared collection of centuryold Tawnies, which began in 1878, is a highlight, he
says. “It’s the unbroken lineage of wine that’s unique.
We’re the only winery in the world to release a centuryold wine, every year.”

Contact Information:
nicole@seppeltsfield.com.au
seppeltsfield.com.au
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It means those on the Centenary Tour can taste their
birth year as well as a 100-year old Tawny straight from
the barrel. Nigel also treasures the This is Your Life
experience, where guests sample vintages that mean
something to them. “We ensure the reason they’re
tasting that wine is referenced,” says Nigel. “We’ve had
some pretty misty moments – tears of laughter, almost
rolling on the floor reminiscing, versus moments where
it’s gotten incredibly emotional.”
The wider Seppeltsfield estate is full of drawcards, from
food critic-favourite Fino restaurant to an operating
cooperage, a design studio, bike hire, Segway tours and
picnic grounds. In 2022, a $50 million, six-star hotel is
expected to complete the leafy grounds. “We have the
space, the environment and the postcard views,”
says Nigel. “This will help us take things up to a
whole new level.”

“To have over 140 vintages in barrels and literally
a collection of wine that’s unique to the world,
what we can offer is unrivalled.”

Mark McNamara

St Hugo
Barossa Valley, South Australia

Food & Drink

Most of the time, wine is matched to food. But at
St Hugo, one hour’s drive from South Australia’s
capital city, Adelaide, everything the kitchen creates is
explicitly designed to frame the wine. Executive chef,
Mark McNamara, who opened the 50-seat restaurant in
the bucolic Barossa Valley four years ago, says it’s his
underpinning philosophy. “If you put the right food with
the right wine, you’ll see the wine in better balance,”
he says. Far more sophisticated than the usual rules of
‘white wine with seafood’ or ‘red with meat’, the team at
St Hugo takes a scientific approach to pairing. “We look
at the wine with a bank of flavours – which are judged
and scored by a panel as being the best flavours – and
we use that data to create a dish. It’s back-to-front to
what happens normally,” he says.

Contact Information:
enquiries@sthugo.com
sthugo.com
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In all, there are some 60 flavours identified in St Hugo’s
flavour reference palate. It’s a process that’s led the chef
to smash culinary rules. “On the degustation menu, we
serve Cabernet with grilled lobster,” he says. “We team
it with fresh peas, wakame and miso butter. It’s a sweet
meat, but the salinity from the seaweed and the umami
from the miso work. That’s where it’s exciting; the
protein doesn’t lead it, the flavours do.”
Among the suite of experiences at St Hugo, a standout
is the Chef’s Table, whereby guests sit ringside over
the open kitchen and chat to Mark and his team while
they’re preparing meals. The experience also begins
with a vineyard and kitchen garden walk,
and an underground cellar tasting.

“The Barossa Valley knows its heritage. In my restaurant, I like to champion little
producers and quirky things. I love that the local bakery still uses a Scotch oven and
cuts its own wood. I source from the town’s 80-year-old butcher, who uses traditional
recipes from his father, and maintains a brick smokehouse. I moved to the valley 28
years ago and it was partly due to his cured, smoked ham.”

Andrew Kay

Wirra Wirra
McLaren Vale, South Australia
Wirra Wirra was founded by an eccentric South
Australian cricketer by the name of Robert Wigley,
in 1894. After his death, the McLaren Vale property,
about 40 kilometres south of Adelaide, was left to ruin.
Decades later, another fellow with a love of parchingly
dry humour, Greg Trott, geared things up again, building
a culture of quality blended with fun.
The two personalities, who’ve both since departed this
world, would be proud of what it has become. Following
their lead, today’s generation likes to inject hilarity
into the day-to-day, randomly ringing the estate’s
three-quarter tonne bell, sporadically surprising visitors
with their on-site medieval siege machine – which they
use to launch watermelons into the air – and donning
costumes for events.
Managing Director, Andrew Kay has been with the
winery since 2006 and, beyond the lightheartedness,
he’s working on a very serious project.

Food & Drink

Wirra Wirra plans to open the region’s first five-star
resort in 2022. “You can’t actually stay at five-star
accommodation on the grounds of a winery anywhere in
South Australia,” he says. Guests of the 33-room health
and wellness spa will overlook the certified organic and
biodynamic vineyards, a scamper from the winery and
a 15-minute drive to the region’s untouched beaches.
Included will be the now heritage-listed Wigley house,
which will become the presidential suite.
Wirra Wirra means ‘amongst the gum trees’ in the
region’s Aboriginal language, and the ancient trees
make for an idyllic picnic setting enjoyed by many
visitors. Guests can also dine at Harry’s Deli, a local
produce haven named after a bib and brace-sporting
Lithuanian carpenter who crafted much of the winery’s
timberwork. One of the best experiences is also the
cheapest: a storytelling session called Trott’s Tales, held
over tastings in a cellar Trott constructed years ago.

“Our forebears were both eccentric in different ways.
That history has embedded itself into our culture,
so we’re always known as a place that likes to do things
a little bit differently, and we attract people that like to
have fun.”
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Contact Information:
lmcnicol@wirra.com.au
wirrawirra.com
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Jessica Hill-Smith

Yalumba
Barossa Valley, South Australia

Food & Drink

Yalumba has never stopped being Jessica Hill-Smith’s
playground. The South Australian winery has been in
her family for six generations, started by one Samuel
Smith, who planted the first vineyard by moonlight in
1849. “As kids, we were always told the story about him
sailing over to Australia with his family, which seemed
like such an adventure to us. I reflect now on the risks
he took and the vision he had for a different life.”

These days, she wears shoes as she walks through
the winery, as the Brand Manager for Yalumba’s Rare
& Fine collection. Having previously overseen iconic
Champagne brands Moet & Chandon, Dom Perignon,
Krug and Ruinart, Jessica was well placed to slide into
the role. “I wanted to achieve things on my own, and
earn my stripes first,” she says. “But Dad was really
happy when I called and said I was ready to come back.”

His determination led to her idyllic childhood in the
storied Barossa Valley, found one hour’s drive from
Adelaide. “My sisters and I used to rollerblade around
the warehouses, play secretaries in the office and pick
grapes in the vineyards that we’d feed to the emus and
roos we had in a sanctuary,” she says.

Yalumba is one of only four wineries in the world that
make barrels from scratch on site, so Jessica picks the
Cooperage Experience as the most thrilling. “The barrels
are often forgotten when people are enjoying a glass of
wine, but there’s a beautiful craft to making them,”
she says. “The cooper and winemaker here work
together to create the perfect type of barrel for our
most premium wines.”

“I often lead the tours because people love to meet the family.
You really feel the history when you come on site, and you can
discover so much.”
Contact Information:
wineroom@yalumba.com
yalumba.com
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David Milne

Josef Chromy
Tamar Valley, Tasmania

Food & Drink

Living by the motto “if I can’t afford to stay there, I’ll
work there”, Sales Manager of Josef Chromy Wines
David Milne has experienced his fair share of luxurious
destinations. His hospitality career has taken him
across Asia, the United States and the United Kingdom.
Unexpectedly, it was while David was on a last-minute
holiday to Tasmania that one of the state’s most storied
vignerons, Josef Chromy, invited him to join the launch
team of Josef Chromy Wines, luring David back to
Australia.
“I knew that if Josef was going to create anything, the
quality would be unparalleled,” he says.
He wasn’t wrong. Josef Chromy Wines has since earned a
raft of awards and accolades, with international acclaim
for its elegant Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and sparkling
offerings.

Contact Information:
wine@josefchromy.com.au
josefchromy.com.au
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David attributes the success to the cool climate of
the Tamar Valley coupled with the expertise of Chief
Winemaker Jeremy Dineens’ minimalist approach to
winemaking. But he is also quick to boast, “It’s just the
most beautiful vineyard in Australia.”
In a picturesque valley 190 kilometres (120 miles)
north of Hobart, the winery is set among lush rolling
hills and a dreamy 1800s old English garden, near the
city of Launceston. The estate also overlooks a set of
freshwater lakes where guests can fly fish or cycle
around.
But inside the winery you can learn about making
traditional sparkling, explore the cellar door or sample
the finest Tasmanian produce from the restaurant’s à la
carte menu.

“Having worked all over the world, I’ve realised that what makes
Australia’s wine industry so unique is this authenticity. You meet with
people who are truly passionate about their region, their varietals and
their contribution.”

Conor van der Reest
Moorilla
Hobart, Tasmania

“If Mona is irreverent, Moorilla is reverent,” says Conor
van der Reest. “We know what we grow and we know
what we make and we’ve focused on that.” Moorilla’s
enigmatic owner David Walsh enlisted the Canadianborn winemaker in 2007 to overhaul the winery, which
shares its peninsula with Hobart’s Museum of Old
and New Art (Mona). Conor proceeded with reverence
for the terroir of one of Tasmania’s oldest vineyards.
“We’re really in it for the long term,” he says. “It’s quite
different to David’s vision for Mona, which he jokes
could all be underwater in 50 years!”
Conor had long seen parallels between Australia’s
southernmost state and his homeland. “Here is
very similar to back home, both from a cool-climate
perspective but also from the size and scale of our
industries.” Even so, he was surprised by the diversity at
Moorilla, which yields dozens of distinct small batches.

Food & Drink

It offers an extraordinary palette to work with and
has translated into three labels – Praxis, Muse and the
hallmark Cloth Label Series. “That variation we see in
our vineyards extends out to the island as a whole,”
Conor says. “All of that natural complexity makes
Tasmania a perfect wine-lover’s playground.”
Over 13 years, Conor has created something that
sits alongside the cultural phenomenon that is
Mona while holding its own. It’s an experience he
encourages visitors to unpack at their own pace. On
their commanding perch over the pristine Derwent
River, Mona and Moorilla reward a full day’s exploration
(or two). “Between the winery and the museum, it was
always David’s desire not to point the way for our
visitors,” Conor says. “It’s really about self-discovery
and self-exploration. If I tell you more then I might
ruin the surprise.”

“It was and always has been Tasmania’s natural environment that was
the attraction: the cool climate, seasonal variation and varietals that I
love to work with.”
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Contact Information:
bookings@mona.net.au
moorilla.com.au
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Katherine Brown
Brown Brothers
King Valley, Victoria

Katherine Brown has something many winemakers
can only dream about, a micro lab known as the
Kindergarten winery. It’s kitted out with micro presses,
miniature tanks and all the winemaking equipment
usually needed – only smaller. “It allows us to work
on new creations in a micro way,” she says. “If an
experiment works, and we produce a wine we think is
going to be a great success, we can turn it around and
upscale it.”
Katherine is the first female winemaker in more than
130 years of the Brown Brothers family business. She
grew up five kilometres from the King Valley winery,
nearly three hours’ drive north-east of Melbourne. She
and her young family now live in her grandparent’s
renovated homestead; grandfather John was also a
winemaker. Katherine’s grandmother Patricia was
known as the “non-official CEO”, and in her memory,
the winery’s flagship wines and its restaurant have
been named after her.

Food & Drink

Katherine has been keen on winemaking since her dad
brought grapes and yeast home to make DIY creations
with. “I thought they were normal childhood games,”
she says. In 2020, the fourth-generation Brown has
been playing with four different varieties that are so
new, they don’t even have names. “There’s one called
M11 that’s got a Pinot Grigio character, but with the
acid kick of a Riesling,” she says.
Visitors who join the Gourmet Discovery ‘winemaker
for a day’ experience get to peek into the Kindergarten
winery where they can taste experimental drops, then
lose themselves in the family cellar where museum
vintages are stored. “It’s nice to get an insight into
the day-to-day,” says Katherine. “Some people know
little about wine – other than that they like drinking
it – but here, they can walk away with a next-level
understanding.”

“We’re at the foothills of the Victorian Alps and one of my
favourite things about vintage is watching the most amazing
sunsets from the top of the fermenters. It’s at those moments
you realise you’ve got best job in the world.”
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Contact Information:
info@brownbrothers.com.au
brownbrothers.com.au
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Leanne De Bortoli
De Bortoli Wines
Yarra Valley, Victoria

Family and winemaking go hand-in-hand for Leanne
De Bortoli. Having grown up on the original De Bortoli
Wines estate in country New South Wales, established
in 1928 by her grandfather Vittorio De Bortoli, Leanne
is a third-generation De Bortoli family member and is
responsible for bringing to life some of Australia’s most
beloved wines. Today, she manages the family’s Yarra
Valley winery, 60 kilometres (37 miles) north-east of
Melbourne.
As one of three De Bortoli wineries now dotted across
New South Wales and Victoria, it’s the Yarra Valley
estate that has been dedicated since 1987 to producing
the De Bortoli premium range, overseen by Leanne’s
husband, winemaker Steve Webber.
“The Yarra Valley has proved the perfect place to grow
grapes for our premium range because the cooler
climate makes for wines that are both fine
and food-friendly,” explains Leanne.

Food & Drink

De Bortoli is renowned for its award-winning
Chardonnay but also embraces newer styles like
Nebbiolo Rosé. Leanne shares the lessons instilled by
her grandfather: “He had immigrated from Northern
Italy to Australia before establishing the first vineyard.
But that was his great skill: he took opportunities where
he saw them, he wasn’t afraid to experiment, and he
found a way to give people the wine they really wanted.”
It’s not just De Bortoli’s wine that has evolved in the
Yarra: its menu of experiences has, too. At Locale
Restaurant, you can indulge in shared plates of
authentic Italian dishes made with fresh local produce,
alongside your favourite De Bortoli drop. Further wine
tastings are offered at the cellar door, as are winery
tours, barrel tastings, even blending your own wine.
But the signature experience is the Wine and Wildlife
package, beginning at the nearby Healesville Sanctuary
where you can get up close to some of Australia’s unique
wildlife, including koalas, wallabies, Tasmanian devils
and emus, followed by a leisurely winery tour and long
lunch, finishing at the Yarra Valley Chocolaterie and
Ice Creamery.

“We strive for what my grandfather did – continually look for new ways
to make delicious wines that are accessible for everyone to enjoy.
Wines to enjoy with family and friends.”
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Contact Information:
yarra@debortoli.com.au
debortoli.com.au
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Nick Toy

Feathertop
Alpine Valleys, Victoria

Food & Drink

As Feathertop’s Head Winemaker, Nick Toy has his work
cut out for him. In their “patch of paradise” in the Ovens
Valley beneath Mount Buffalo, he oversees production of
22 varietals and over 50 clones on a modest 50 acres.
“Obviously it adds some real diversity and challenges to
my role, which I really love,” Nick says. “I make about
25 different wines each year and they’re all in very
small volumes; all hand-picked, handcrafted wines.”
But then, Feathertop has never been about doing
things the easy way.
The winery was the outcome of a single-minded quest
by its founder Kel Boynton. “He spent years looking for
what he believed to be the perfect growing conditions in
Australia, and he was willing to go anywhere,” Nick says.
Kel found it in Victoria’s Alpine Valleys, transforming a
blackberry-choked patch into the area’s first commercial
winery in 1988.

Contact Information:
hello@feathertopwinery.com.au
feathertopwinery.com.au
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Kel’s instincts bore fruit, with the region’s sunny days
and crisp nights offering extended ripening periods
and grapes with complexity. “Its growing conditions
are definitely its greatest asset,” says Nick, who
joined seven years ago. From the outset Kel favoured
alternative varietals, letting traditional blenders such
as Petit Verdot and Pinot Meunier shine. Over the years,
he and Nick have introduced sub-Alpine European
vines including Friulano, Vermentino and Savagnin,
applying a hands-on approach that respects the fruit’s
characteristics. “The ethos I live and die by here is that
I love the individual varieties and clones to be able to
express themselves,” says Nick. “We’re learning about
them all the time and that’s one of the most exciting
things – there’s no rulebook for this.”

“We believe that we live in the best part of the world,
and we’d love people to just walk away with a little slice
of that by the time they leave.”

Heidi Williams

Montalto Vineyard & Olive Grove
Mornington Peninsula, Victoria

Food & Drink

Heidi Williams likes to describe her parents’ winery as
a “retirement project that got out of hand”. When John
and Wendy Mitchell bought their vineyard in Victoria’s
Mornington Peninsula, it was meant to help them shift
into a slower gear. But instead, the family now helms
one of the most esteemed wineries and restaurants in
the holiday hamlet outside Melbourne, where rolling
vine-covered hills slope down to the sea.

The cool-climate vineyards were inspired by John’s
encounters with the coastal vineyards of Europe. The
Piazza, where visitors graze on seasonal bites and sip
estate-grown Pinot Noir, is enfolded by thriving kitchen
gardens Wendy established. The family’s love of art
inspired the open-air sculpture trail that winds around
the scenic property. Cumulatively, it’s an experience
that Heidi hopes sates more than the tastebuds.

“I think that our family has always come from a place
of sharing and generosity,” says Heidi, who left a law
career behind to become Montalto’s Director of People,
Hospitality and Community. “We do things that we like
doing, and ultimately, want to share that with other
people.” Montalto grew somewhat organically out of
those shared passions.

“We like to offer people who visit our place a moment
out of the ordinary,” she says. “Of course, we make
wine, of course we have food, but we also offer an
experience that can touch people in different ways.
It isn’t just about the sensory experience you might
have when you’re eating or drinking. It’s about
nourishing the whole person, really.

“We’re not promising that we’re going to change their life or that
they’re going to have a completely extraordinary experience all the
time. We’re promising that we will offer them something that just takes
them out of their ordinary conditions for a time.”
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Contact Information:
hello@montalto.com.au
montalto.com.au
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Alfredo Pizzini
Pizzini Wines
King Valley, Victoria

Food & Drink

Since he was a young boy, Pizzini Wines’ charismatic
founder, Alfredo Pizzini (better known as Fred), has
been farming in Victoria’s picturesque King Valley,
250 kilometres (155 miles) north-east of Melbourne.
After his family migrated here from Northern Italy –
alongside many other Europeans during the mid-20th
century – he worked on their burgeoning tobacco farm
into adulthood, experimenting with other crops and
discovering an interest in grape growing.
“I’d married Katrina [co-founder of Pizzini Wines], our
children were growing up, and we were also running
the local Whitfield hotel,” recalls Fred. “We wanted to
create a business that combined our love of people and
farming in the King Valley.”
After buying a local vineyard and supplying
grapes to other wineries for years, Fred launched
Pizzini Wines in 1996. Since then, the King Valley has
transformed into a multicultural wine centre, while
Pizzini Wines has earned a shining reputation for its
acclaimed Sangiovese and Nebbiolo.

Contact Information:
talkdirect@pizzini.com.au
pizzini.com.au
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“I think the King Valley really suits Northern Italian
grape varieties because of the regions’ similarities,”
says Fred. “There’s ample mountain-fresh water,
mild temperatures, amazing soils and these terrific
microclimates, which mean you can grow anything from
Riesling to Sangiovese to Shiraz within a few hundred
metres of each other, and have them produce entirely
different characters.”
His self-described approach to winemaking – “wines
built around food” – is reflected in the experiences on
offer at the estate. No visit to Pizzini Wines is complete
without learning the art of pasta-making at the winery’s
purpose-built A Tavola! Cooking School, run by Katrina
Pizzini (“Australia’s gnocchi queen,” says Fred, proudly).
The relaxed, hands-on classes finish with a long lunch
with Pizzini wine pairings. Fred also hosts meat
smoking and curing classes.
You may also run into one of Fred and Katrina’s four
children, who are also involved in the business. With son
Joel now Chief Winemaker, Pizzini Wines is very much a
family affair.

“Wine should be the bridesmaid to food (never the bride),
to bring out the nuances of the herbs and spices on your plate.”

Sustainability

Roger Lancia

Pt. Leo Estate
Mornington Peninsula, Victoria
From the second you glide down the expansive driveway
to the swooping entrance guarded by Inge King’s Grand
Arch, everything about Pt. Leo Estate makes an impact.
“My job as the General Manager, since my very first day
here, has been to make the guest journey throughout
these spaces just as grand and impactful as the building
itself,” says Roger Lancia, who steers this heady trinity
of fine wine, fine dining and fine art on Victoria’s
Mornington Peninsula. But the aim of this gamechanging cellar door isn’t to intimidate– it’s to inspire.
“The one thing that we do really, really well is
disarming all our guests and just having them switch
off,” says Roger.

Food & Drink

“This is everyone’s weekender, no matter what you’re
doing and what you’re here for.”
Pt. Leo started as the weekend retreat and private
vineyard of the philanthropic Gandel family. John and
Pauline Gandel initially had more modest intentions
for a simple cellar door on an unused parcel of land
overlooking the ocean, with pieces from their sculpture
collection dotted about. But as the potential of the
offering became apparent, the vision expanded to
match. “What was really exciting about the project
was this incredible evolution,” says Roger.

Today, Roger’s team strives to offer a
transformative experience for every visitor, whether
that’s a degustation with all-Victorian wines in the twohatted restaurant Laura, named for the Jaume Plensa
sculpture it overlooks; a wander on three kilometres of
undulating paths through a world-class open-air gallery;
or cultivating a taste for the nuanced estate wines at
the cellar door. “We hope that every guest leaves feeling
absolutely surprised,” Roger says. “And then we love
that sense of absolute familiarity when they
come back.”

“The vision for the business was certainly to construct
a building and a little corner of the world that is
absolutely world class.”
Contact Information:
lucyabeckett@ptleoestate.com.au
ptleoestate.com.au
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Hayley Purbrick
Tahbilk
Nagambie Lakes, Victoria

Food & Drink

“We are really very aware that our story starts with
the land and the river… it doesn’t start with the winery
being built,” says Hayley Purbrick, the fifth generation
of her family to helm Tahbilk. This sustainable ethos
underpins the historic winery in Victoria’s Nagambie
Lakes, which has achieved carbon neutrality and is
transitioning to organic management under Hayley’s
tenure as Environmental Manager.
Hayley spent her formative years playing in the heritage
cellars and helping out across the business.
Even after a career in finance took her away, the land
continued to exert a pull. “I was always a country kid…
I have a really deep connection with the earth,” she says.
One day, Hayley made a decision; if she had to work past
6pm once more, it was time to go home. “I worked until
11pm that night and I handed in my resignation the
next day.”

Contact Information:
admin@tahbilk.com.au
tahbilk.com.au
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“Ultimately, as farmers, we rely on
the natural environment to be able to
create a beautiful product.”

Tahbilk can trace its origins to the 1860s (it boasts
some of the world’s oldest Marsanne and Shiraz
plantings). To visit is “like walking back in time”, Hayley
says, but the business is very future-looking. “Our
environmental journey has really been born out of being
able to continue to grow high-quality produce to use in
all our products long into the future.”
As well as the nurturing the Rhone varietals Tahbilk is
famous for, the entire ecosystem has been considered.
Guests are encouraged to explore the property’s
regenerated wetlands– home to everything from
platypus to pelicans. It encapsulates the holistic vision
Hayley is helping realise. “I would love [visitors] to walk
away feeling a sense of calm, a sense of warmth and
a really deep connection to the place that they’ve just
walked within,” she says.

Sustainability

Simone Furlong

Leeuwin Estate
Margaret River, Western Australia

Food & Drink

Simone Furlong grew up on the family vineyard,
Leeuwin Estate, but left for university and then spent
years working in marketing in London before she
considered a career in the wine industry. Her parents
planted Leeuwin’s first vines in 1973 in the beautiful
Margaret River, 280 kilometres south of Perth, and
produced their first commercial vintage in 1979.
“I had many fond memories of exploring the white sandy
beaches and tall karri tree forests around the property,”
says Simone, “but it wasn’t until I was much older that I
considered promoting it as a career path.”
Now she is the joint Chief Executive of Leeuwin Estate,
along with brother Justin Horgan, and the property
has been transformed from a humble beach-holiday
destination to one of Western Australia’s most highly
regarded wineries.
“We’ve always been a low-volume, high-quality wine
producer,” she says. “It’s quite a small parcel of
exceptional land, so the wines are very site expressive.”

Contact Information:
winery@leeuwinestate.com.au
leeuwinestate.com.au
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Describing the Margaret River as “one of the world’s
most remote wine regions”, Simone believes it’s the
area’s ancient gravelly soil, coupled with its cooling
maritime conditions, that has allowed the vineyards
to produce such rich, high-quality wines.
You’ll find Leeuwin’s most age-worthy wines
released under the Art Series label, in which each wine
is represented by an original painting, commissioned
from a leading contemporary Australian artist. The
painting is then featured on the bottle labels and
exhibited at the winery’s art gallery, where visitors
can now see more than 150 artworks.
The estate is also geographically blessed with a natural
amphitheatre, where Leeuwin hosts alfresco concerts
– previous acts include Sting, Ray Charles, Diana Ross
and Carole King – where up to 6500 concertgoers
picnic around the natural slopes. The estate also offers
wine tastings and guided tours, as well as fine dining
at the impressive Leeuwin Restaurant where the menu
highlights seasonal West Australian produce.

“My role is about bringing together the technical and creative elements
of winemaking and hospitality, so everyone can experience this place
in a unique way that resonates with them.”

RYAN SUDANO

Mandoon Estate
Swan Valley, Western Australia

Food & Drink

It’s not often as a winemaker in Australia that you’re
handed the custodianship of century-old vines. But
that’s what awaited Ryan Sudano at Mandoon Estate.
The scenic property hugging the curves of the Swan
River in the Swan Valley was among the first land grants
ever made in Western Australia, with its first block of
Verdelho planted in 1895. When Allan Erceg purchased
the site in 2008, he called Ryan, then Chief Winemaker
at Western Range Wines.
“His grand vision and passion for the valley and wine
got me interested,” Ryan says. It was a tantalising
opportunity to start with a blank canvas. Their first
move was tackling the original vines, which were
“overgrown and rundown”.
“A mountain of hard work and resources were applied
to restore these historic blocks,” he says.

Contact Information:
torafferty@mandoonestate.com.au
mandoonestate.com.au
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It was a task Ryan was well suited for. “Having
started my career in the vineyard I think I have a real
understanding and passion for growing quality fruit,”
he says. “I also understand that great wine comes from
great fruit, so I spend a lot of time in our vineyards.”
His “hands-on” approach to the Swan Valley vines
and another historic planting of Cabernet acquired
in Margaret River has yielded acclaimed results, with
Mandoon’s Chenin, Shiraz, Grenache and Verdelho in
particular winning accolades.
It’s a level of quality found throughout the destination
winery outside of Perth, from the cellar door to the onsite Homestead microbrewery headed by winemakerturned-brewer Justin Bishop and fine dining restaurant
Wild Swan (where Ryan and chef Michael Hartnell
have paired plates and estate drops). In these hands,
Mandoon is leading the evolution of Western Australia’s
oldest wine region.

“We are very lucky to have access to these wonderful old
vineyards and consider it a privilege to look after them.”

Sustainability

Virginia Willcock

Vasse Felix
Margaret River, Western Australia
Having grown up in Perth, Western Australia, Virginia
Willcock’s introduction to winemaking began as a
teenager when her father (and his friends) bought a
small vineyard just north of the city.
“I was fascinated by the joy it brought them, since there
wasn’t much of a wine community in Perth back then,”
she says. “People were more beer drinkers.”
Her love affair with wine hasn’t waned since. Virginia is
now Chief Winemaker at Vasse Felix, the founding wine
estate of Margaret River, located 260 kilometres (160
miles) down the coast from Perth.
“There are two types of winemakers – technical and
intuitive,” says Virginia. “I’m the latter – I enjoy that
beautiful process of learning and understanding what
the fruit wants to do.”

Food & Drink

It’s an approach that has seen Virginia become one
of the most awarded winemakers in Australia, but
she modestly attributes much of her acclaim to the
Margaret River region’s unique location, surrounded by
towering karri forest and the powerful Indian Ocean.
“We’ve got this Mediterranean climate that allows the
grapes to ripen brilliantly, but being situated on a cape,
surrounded by three sides of coastline, there’s also an
extreme maritime influence,” explains Virginia.
“It’s this crisp sea breeze that adds to the grapes’
fresh, vibrant flavours.”
Vasse Felix winery offers a full menu of tours
showcasing its enviable location and coveted
Chardonnay and Cabernet varietals, as well as the
estate’s art gallery, historical wine collection in
The Vault, and award-winning Vasse Felix Restaurant,
where you can indulge in a five-course tasting menu
with perfectly paired wines.

“Once you’ve experienced wine in the region it was
made, it transcends you to the same place each time
you taste it again.”
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Contact Information:
info@vassefelix.com.au
vassefelix.com.au
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Santiago Fernandez

Voyager Estate
Margaret River, Western Australia

Food & Drink

There’s a poetic symmetry to Santiago (or Santi)
Fernandez, Head Chef at Voyager Estate, and the love he
shares for the surrounding Margaret River wine region,
south of Perth.
Santi grew up in a small fishing town in Spain and
his cooking career began with peeling potatoes at
his parents’ restaurant. Later he became a chef as a
means to travel the world, before moving to Australia
in 2010 with his equally well-travelled wife. When the
opportunity to join Voyager Estate arose in 2017, Santi
promptly relocated to the striking Western Australian
coastal wine region, and brought with him his keen
understanding of sourcing from local growers.
“In a way I’m returning to my roots, but on the other
side of the world,” says Santi. “I’m again getting to
make beautiful food with organic produce, showing my
love of local seafood and sustainable practices, and in a
very beautiful place.”

Contact Information:
wineroom@voyagerestate.com.au
voyagerestate.com.au
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Since Santi’s arrival, the estate’s restaurant has
received wide acclaim as a culinary destination, and
is routinely voted one of Western Australia’s best
regional restaurants, offering four- and seven-course
degustations. Santi explains it’s a careful collaboration
between himself and Voyager’s sommelier to craft a
balanced menu.
“Here, the wine is the beginning – it gives us all
the information we need to build the right dish,”
says Santi.
The result is an ever-changing seasonal menu that
thoughtfully complements the Voyager wines and
showcases local ingredients such as Pemberton marron,
Busselton abalone, Margaret River lamb and wagyu
beef, and Manjimup truffles, as well as fresh herbs and
vegetables from the estate’s kitchen garden.
Beyond the restaurant, you can also take part in winery
and vineyard tours, as well as casual wine tastings at
the cellar door. Voyager is working towards becoming
a fully certified organic winery by 2023.

“Like our name, Voyager, I consider myself a traveller. I incorporate
techniques and recipes from around the world – my homeland,
South-East Asia, India – to bring out the best in the wine.”

Sustainability

